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FOREWORD

This Phase IV - Final Technical Report is submitted in fulfillment of the requirements
of Contract NAS1-11100 and reports contract effort from July 1974 through June 1976.
Phase IV consisted of structural qualification tests, including ground and flight accept-
ance tests, in support of the in-service evaluation of the two C-130H center wing boxes
that were selectively reinforced with boron-epoxy composites. The ground tests consisted
of a static and fatigue test of the first of the composite reinforced C-130H center wing
boxes fabricated, and a ground vibration test of a C-1XH aircraft having a composite
reinforced center wing box. Prior to conducting Phase IV, Phases I, II, and III were
accomplished and were previously reported in NASA CR-112126, NASA CR-112272,
and NASA CR-132495, respectively. Extensive advanced composite reinforcement
development work was performed in Phase I. In Phase II a detailed design of the C-130H
wing box, including the necessary analytical and component test substantiation of the
selected design, was accomplished. Three composite reinforced C-130H composite
center wing boxes, one for ground tests and two for in-service evaluation, were
fabricated. One remaining program phase, Phase V, is in progress and is scheduled to
be completed in early 1978. In Phase V two of the composite reinforced center wing
boxes are being in-service evaluated on C-130H aircraft for a period of three years to
demonstrate the long-time capabilities of composite utilization.

This contract is conducted under the sponsorship of the Materials Application
Branch of the Materials Division of the NASA Lang ley Research Center. Mr. H. Benson
Dexter, Composites Section, is the NASA Project Monitor. Mr. W. E. Harvill is the
Lockheed-Georgia Company Program Manager.

Major contributions to the effort described herein were provided by the following
Lockheed-Georgia personnel:

Structural Tests: W. M. McGee

Instrumentation for Structural Tests: C. R. Waguespack

Structural Analysis: D. C. Gibson (Static)
H. R. Horsburgh (Fatigue)

Quality Assurance: C. E. Smith

Experimental Shops: M. J. Brown

Reliability: J. J. Duhig

This report is also identified as LG76ER0095 for Lockheed-Georgia Company internal
control purposes.



ABSTRACT

One of the most advantageous structural uses of advanced filamentary composites
has been shown, in previous studies, to be in areas where selective reinforcement of
conventional metallic structure can improve static strength/fatigue endurance at lower
weight than that possible if metal reinforcement were used. These advantages are now
being demonstrated by design, fabrication, and test of three boron-epoxy reinforced
C-130 center wing boxes. This structural component was previously redesigned using
an aluminum build-up to meet the increased severity of fatigue loadings.

The first four phases of a five-phase NASA program to demonstrate the long-time
flight service performance of a selectively reinforced center wing box have been com-
pleted. During the first phase of program activity, the advanced development work
necessary to support detailed design of a composite reinforced C-130 center wing box
was conducted. Activities included the development of a basis for structural design,
selection and verification of materials and processes, manufacturing and tooling
development, and fabrication and test of full-scale portions of the center wing box.
Phase I activities are documented in NASA CR-112126.

Phase II activities consisted of preparing detailed design drawings, and conducting
necessary analytical structural substantiation including static strength, fatigue endurance,
flutter, and weight analyses. Some additional component testing was conducted to verify
the design for panel buckling, and to evaluate specific local design areas. Development
of the "cool tool" restraint concept was completed, and bonding capabilities were eval-
uated using full-length skin panel and stringer specimens. Phase II activities are reported
in NASA CR-112272.

Phase III activities consisted of the fabrication of three C-130 center wing boxes,
selectively reinforced with boron-epoxy composites. The first of the center wing boxes
was delivered to the Structural Test Laboratory for fatigue testing. The remaining two
center wing boxes were installed on Air Force C-130 aircraft Serial Numbers AF73-01592
and AF73-01594 to demonstrate the long-time flight worthiness of advanced composite rein-
forced aluminum alloy structures. Phase III activities are reported in NASA CR-132495.

Phase IV activities principally consisted of ground and acceptance tests of the three
C-130 center wing boxes. Fatigue testing of the center wing test article was completed
through four simulated lifetimes with no failures in boron-epoxy laminates or their bond-
lines. After completion of the fatigue test, an additional proof load test was success-
fully conducted on the center wing test article applying the limit load upbending cond-
tion. Artificial damage was inflicted in the center wing test article at twelve locations
after completion of the proof load test and a crack growth test was conducted using the
same cyclic loads spectrum applied in the four lifetimes of fatigue testing. Upon com-
pletion of the crack growth test, a residual strength test was performed on the center
wing test article. The first of the C-130 aircraft, Serial Number AF73-01592, on
which the composite-reinforced center wing was installed was ground vibrated to
establish that existing flutter speeds had not been affected by the wing modification.
Also, flight acceptance tests were conducted on both C-130 aircraft on which the com-
posite-reinforced center wings are installed. Detailed inspections of those two compos-
ite-reinforced center wings are being performed under Phase V program activities.

in
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PROGRAM FOR ESTABLISHING LONG-TIME FLIGHT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS IN THE CENTER WING STRUCTURE OF C-130 AIRCRAFT

PHASE IV - GROUND/FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS

By W. E. Harvillond J. A. KJzer

1.0 SUMMARY

One of the most advantageous structural uses of advanced filamentary composites
is in areas where selective reinforcement of conventional metallic structure can improve
static strength/fatigue endurance at lower weight than would be possible if metal rein-
forcement were used. The first four phases of a five-phase NASA program to demon-
strate the long-time flight service performance of a selectively reinforced center wing
box have been completed. During the first phase of program activity, the advanced
development work necessary to support detailed design of a composite-reinforced C-130
center wing box was conducted. Activities included the development of a basis for
structural design, selection and verification of materials and processes, manufacturing
and tooling development, and fabrication and test of full-scale portions of the center
wing box. Phase I activities have been previously documented in NASA CR-112126,
Reference 1.

During Phase II, the basic C-130E aluminum center wing box design was changed
by removing aluminum and adding unidirectional boron-epoxy reinforcing laminates
bonded to the crown of the hat stiffeners and to the skin under the stiffeners. The
laminates were added in a nominal 80/20 area ratio of aluminum to boron/epoxy.
Sufficient material was provided to meet ultimate load requirements of the C-130E
wing box and the fatigue life of the C-130 B/E wing box.* Laminates are tapered out
at the rainbow end fittings and access door openings by progressively stopping individual
plies of the tape. Fasteners are used at the ends of the laminates to prevent peeling.
Adequate bearing surface was provided in fastener penetration areas by titanium doublers
integrally bonded into the laminates. Careful design and manufacturing techniques were
used to reduce the number of fasteners (particularly blind fasteners) which penetrate the
laminates, thus minimizing potential installation and inspection problems. A total of
129 detailed design drawings were prepared for initiation of the production program.
Detailed substantiating structural, fatigue, and flutter analyses were conducted to
assure structural integrity of the reinforced center wing box. Phase II activities are
fully reported in NASA CR-112272, Reference 2.

*NOTE: The terminology "C-130 B/E" or "B/E" refers to the existing metallic center
wing box which is installed in Model C-130B, C-130E, and C-130H aircraft. The
C-130H is the designation of the aircraft model currently in production. This aircraft
has the metal-reinforced center wing which has been retrofitted to a sizeable part of
the total C-130 fleet. The two composite reinforced center wing boxes (flight articles)
were installed in C-130H aircraft. In this report, the "B/E" designation always refers
to an aircraft model and never means boron-epoxy. Where boron-epoxy is discussed,
the words are not abbreviated.



In Phase III. three composite-reinforced center wing boxes were fabricated, one for
ground tests, and two for installation on C-130H aircraft for flight evaluation. During
fabrication of the wing boxes, boron-epoxy laminates were laid up, cured, and bonded
to the metal adherends to form subassemblies. These subassemblies along with fabrica-
ed metal parts were assembled into complete wing boxes in the normal C-130 production
flow. Throughout the fabrication and assembly activity, thorough inspections were
conducted by both Lockheed and Air Force inspectors to assure a high-quality final
product. First Article Configuration Inspections (FACI) were conducted on both flight
articles to verify that all requirements had been satisfied. The first flight article shown
in Figure 1 was installed in C-130H Serial No. AF73-01592 (Lockheed Serial No.

4557) in June 1974, and the second flight article was installed in C-130H Serial No.
AF73-01594 (Lockheed Serial No. 4563) in July 1974.

Center Wing Box

Fuselage-

Engine
Mount

xWing Trailing

Handling
Fixture

FIGURE 1 - INSTALLATION OF CENTER WING BOX IN C-130H SERIAL NO.
AF73-01592

Although weight saving was not a major program goal, and was actually subordinated
to accomplishment of flight service program goals, it is, nevertheless, an important factor,
and a weight saving of 229 kg (506 Ib). was predicted. This prediction, based on calcu-
lations from the final production drawings, indicated a saving in total box weight of
slightly more than 10 percent. Minor design changes to facilitate production reduced this
indicated value to 225 kg (494 Ib). Actual weighings of the completed wing boxes showed
savings of 222 kg (448 Ib) for the test article and 205 kg (450 Ib) for the flight articles.
These values fall within anticipated manufacturing tolerances. The 318 kg (700 Ib) total
of boron-epoxy being used in two wing boxes for the 3-year flight evaluation represents
a sizeable exposure of boron-epoxy materials to the representative service environment
encountered during the life of an aircraft.



It is interesting to note that, in the wing surfaces where composite reinforcements
were added, an average metal removed/composite added ratio of approximately 2.5
was achieved. Thus, a high potential for weight saving exists for future similar appli-
cations particularly where a less conservative criteria is used.

Cost projections for production quantities of C-130 composite-reinforced center
wing boxes were made based on accumulated cost data using an eighty percent cumula-
tive average cost curve. The total cost increase to add boron-epoxy reinforcement is
projected for the 200th production wing box to be $40,120 for labor and materials in 1974
dollars. The computed cost per pound of weight saved is approximately $79.29. Phase III
activities have been previously documented in NASA CR-132495, Reference 3.

In the fourth program phase, reported in detail in this document, the ground and
flight acceptance tests were completed. The ground tests consisted of proof load tests,
a four-lifetime fatigue test, a crack growth test, and a residual strength test on the
wing box test article. After installing the test article in the test fixture and installing
the instrumentation, it was proof loaded to design limit load for both critical upbending
and downbending conditions. The center wing test article is shown in Figure 2 sustain-
ing limit downbending design load.

Movable
End Loader

Instrumentation
Leads

Wing Box
In Test Fixture

FIGURE 2- LIMIT LOAD DOWNBENDING TEST



Upon ultrasonically and visually inspecting the wing test article, it was success-
fully fatigue tested for four lifetimes. Four lifetimes consist of forty load passes. After
each load pass in the test spectrum, the wing test article was visually inspected and the
bondline areas containing suspected disbands were ultrasonically inspected. Also, the
wing test article was thoroughly ultrasonically and visually inspected after each lifetime.
During the course of cycling the test article, several fasteners failed in the wing station
220 region near the ends of the test article but remote from the boron-epoxy laminates.
The fastener failures were attributed to a local condition produced by stiff shear loading
members in the test fixture. The failures were considered to be minor, and failed
fasteners were replaced with repair fasteners after which cycling was continued. In
the last cyclic load pass of the fourth lifetime of the fatigue test (i.e., 99.7 percent
complete), two cracks were detected in the front beam web of the test article. Both
cracks were located in the vicinity of the wing-fuselage frame intersection at the edge
of the beam web attached to the lower front beam cap. The fourth lifetime of fatigue
cycling was completed without repair of the cracks after they were judged as not being
detrimental to completion of the test. After thoroughly inspecting the wing test article
and repairing the cracked area in the front beam web, the test article was proof loaded
for the limit load upbending condition for the second time. Then the wing test article
was artificially damaged at twelve locations. The artificial damage consisted of
sharpened saw cuts in the wing surface planks and disbanding of the ends of boron-
epoxy laminates from the wing surface planks. A crack growth test was conducted on
the damaged test article using the same load spectrum used in the fatigue test. During
the crack growth test, the crack propagation in the wing surface plank and the
attached hat-section stringer at W.S. 120, left and right, reached such proportions
that crack initiation in the adjacent wing surface plank was likely. Repairs were
made to the hat-section stringer only and a third upbending proof load was successfully
applied to the wing test article. The hat-section stringer repairs were removed and the
wing test article was static tested to 133 percent design limit load at which the test was
suspended because the stroke on a major hydraulic loading jack was exhausted.

Ground vibration tests were conducted on C-130H (Serial No. AF73-01592) air-
craft on which the first composite-reinforced center wing was installed. The purpose
of these tests was to verify that existing C-130 aircraft flutter speeds had not been
affected by the wing modification. One set of measurements was taken with shakers
mounted at each wing tip and another set taken with the shakers mounted at the aft
end of each external fuel tank. Plots of output acceleration versus frequency were
made to identify the resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies obtained from
these vibration tests were compared with similar results from an aircraft with an all-
metal center wing. It was concluded from the comparative results that the vibration
characteristics of the aircraft with the composite-reinforced center wing are essentially
the same as those for the aircraft with the all-metal center wing.

Flight acceptance tests were conducted on both C-130H aircraft on which the
composite-reinforced center wings were installed. After pre-flight functional tests,
flight tests were conducted which consisted of the normal flight activities associated
with delivery of C-130H aircraft to the United States Air Force. No specific problems
associated with the composite-reinforced center wings occurred in either of the C-130H
aircraft during the flight acceptance tests. Upon delivery of the first C-130H having
a composite-reinforced center wing, one and a half lifetimes of fatigue loads had been
applied to the ground test article.
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A reliability and quality assurance program was continued in accordance with the
approved program plan. The reliability assessment at the end of Phase III showed that
a high degree of hardware conformance to detail design had been achieved. No
disbond propagation was detected in four lifetimes of fatigue testing and approximately
one and a half years of flight evaluation of two composite-reinforced center wing boxes,



2.0 INTRODUCTION

Application studies and Advanced Development tests (References 4 and 1, respec-
tively), conducted for NASA by Lockheed, have shown that boron-epoxy composite
laminates bonded to the skin and stiffeners of the C-130 aircraft center wing box can
significantly improve the overall fatigue endurance of the structure, at a lower weight
than that possible if metal reinforcements were used to achieve the same endurance
levels. These advantages are being demonstrated by designing, fabricating, and testing
three boron-epoxy reinforced C-130E center wing boxes, in a five-phase program
extending over 5 1/2 years. The program phases and associated schedules are illus-
trated in Figure 3. Phases I, II, III, and IV have been completed. Documentation of
activities is included in this report and in References 1 through 3.
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FIGURE 3 - PROGRAM SCHEDULE

The center wing box size and location in the C-130 aircraft are illustrated in
Figure 4. It is 11.2 m (440 in.) in length, 2.03 m (80 in.) in chord and, in the all-
metal configurations, weighs approximately 2243 kg (4944 |b.). The center wing box
consists of upper and lower surfaces that are reinforced with hat-shaped stringers, the
forward and aft wing beams, and truss-type ribs. The all-metal wing box configuration
is illustrated in Figure 5.



Wing Station 220
Production Joint

FIGURE 4 - C-130 CENTER WING BOX LOCATION



1 . UPPER SURFACE PANELS

2. UPPER SURFACE STRINGERS

3. UPPER SURFACE RAINBOW FITTING

4. LOWER SURFACE PANELS

5. LOWER SURFACE STRINGERS

6. LOWER SURFACE RAINBOW FITTING

7. FRONT BEAM

8. REAR BEAM

G_ AIRPLANE

WING STATION 0.0

•WS 20.0

WS 101.0

DOOR-UPPER
SURFACE

WS 140.0

WS 178.8

WS 220.0

DOOR-LOWER SURFACE

DOOR-UPPER SURFACE

FIGURE 5 - MODEL C-130B/E CENTER WING BOX
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During Phase I, the advanced development work necessary to support detailed
design of a composite-reinforced C-130 center wing box was conducted. Activities
included the development of a basis for structural design, selection of materials and
processes, manufacturing and tooling development, and fabrication and test of full-
scale portions of the center wing box. The Phase I results further confirmed that, with
boron-epoxy reinforcements as shown in Figure 6, equivalent static strength and fatigue
endurance could be provided with a significant weight savings. The aluminum skins and
stringers have thicknesses less than those of the existing metallic center wing box in
Model C-130B/E aircraft. Equivalent strength is provided by the unidirectional boron-
epoxy composite.

Upper Surface Skin - Aluminum

Lower Surface Skin
- Aluminum

Boron - Epoxy
Composite

Aluminum
Extrusions
- Stiffeners

Boron - Epoxy
Composite

FIGURE 6 - COMPOSITE REINFORCEMENT CONCEPT

Phase II activities consisted of preparing detailed design drawings and conducting
the substantiating static strength, fatigue endurance, flutter, and weight analyses
required for proceeding into Phase III wing box fabrication. Some additional component
testing was conducted to complete the panel buckling evaluation and to evaluate spe-
cific local design concepts. Tooling development activities were continued to further
refine the "cool tool" concept and to evaluate residual stresses with full-length skin
panels and stringers. The final design configuration is structurally and functionally
interchangeable with the production C-130B/E wing box.

In Phase III, fabrication and assembly of three composite-reinforced center wing
boxes were completed. The first of the wing boxes was fabricated for ground testing.
After a joint USAF-NASA-Lockheed configuration review, the remaining two center
wing boxes were released for installation in two Air Force C-130H aircraft to be flight



evaluated in regular operational service by the Military Airlift Command. During
fabrication and assembly of the composite-reinforced center wing boxes, thorough
visual and ultrasonic inspections were conducted by Lockheed and Air Force inspectors
to assure that the final product was of high quality. In addition, the reliability and
quality assurance program continued in Phase III concluded that a high degree of hard-
ware conformance to detail design was achieved.

During Phase IV, reported herein, the ground and flight acceptance tests were
completed. The ground tests consisted of proof load tests, a fatigue test, a crack
growth test, and a residual strength test on the composite-reinforced wing box test
article. Also, the first wing box to be flight evaluated was ground vibrated for com-
parison of resonant frequencies with those of the all-metal production wing boxes. The
purpose of the ground vibration tests was to establish that existing C-130 aircraft flutter
speeds had not been affected by the wing modification. Also, flight acceptance tests
were conducted on both C-130 aircraft on which the composite-reinforced center wings
were installed. Detailed inspections of these two composite-reinforced wing boxes,
including the use of sophisticated nondestructive test techniques, are scheduled to
coincide with regular USAF isochronal aircraft inspections, and will be conducted in
Phase V.
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3.0 ACCEPTANCE/VERIFICATION TESTS

Both acceptance and verification tests were accomplished during Phase IV of this
program to establish structural adequacy of the C-130H composite-reinforced center
wing boxes. Both static and fatigue tests were conducted on the first of the three
C-130H composite-reinforced center wing boxes. The static tests consisted of proof
loading the center wing box for both design limit upbending and downbending load
conditions. Upon completion of the proof load tests and ultrasonically inspecting the
wing box, it was fatigue tested for four lifetimes. The fatigue test spectra applied was
that used for the C-130 B/E wing fatigue tests. Upon completing each pass in the
fatigue test spectrum, the areas of the composite-reinforced bond lines having
disbonds and/or voids were ultrasonically inspected to establish if any growth occurred
during that pass. Also, upon completion of each lifetime, the wing box internal and
external surfaces were visually inspected, and all of the composite-reinforced bondlines
were ultrasonically inspected.

A ground vibration test was conducted on the C-130H aircraft, Serial No.
AF73-01592, on which the first composite-reinforced center wing box was installed.
The objective of this test was to establish any significant differences in wing vibration
mode shapes and frequencies compared to those of the production all-metal wings.

Flight acceptance tests were conducted on the two C-130H aircraft on which the
composite-reinforced center wing boxes were installed. These flight tests were accom-
plished by both Lockheed and Air Force flight crews and they were conducted using the
same procedures performed in flight acceptance tests on all C-130 airplanes delivered
to the United States Air Force.

3.1 COMPOSITE-REINFORCED CENTER WING BOX
STATIC AND FATIGUE TESTS

Prior to initiation of the static and fatigue tests, a test plan for conducting these
tests was prepared and submitted to NASA Lang ley Research Center and Warner Robins
Air Logistics Command for review and approval. Approvals were granted prior to pro-
ceeding with the static and fatigue tests of the composite-reinforced center wing box.
The following is a list of the more significant areas included in the test plan.

• Test article preparation and instrumentation

• Test article fixture description and modification

• Load control system

• Upbending and downbending proof tests

• Fatigue test

• Residual strength test

• Test article inspections

• Documentation and reporting

11



The first composite-reinforced center wing box that was manufactured was proof
loaded, fatigue tested, and residual strength tested. Overall span of the center wing
boxes that were ground tested and flight service evaluated was 11.18m (440 in.). The
center wing box relative size and location in the aircraft are illustrated in Figure 7.

Wing Station 220
Production Joint

FIGURE 7. - C-130 CENTER WING BOX LOCATION

The wing box extended spanwise from the left wing station 220 (W.S. 220L) to the right
wing station 220 (W.S. 220R). The chord of the wing box section was approximately
2.03 m (80 in.). The wing box that was static, fatigue, and residual strength tested was
structurally complete but did not include the leading and trailing edge sections. Also,
non-structural brackets and hangers that are used to support the electrical, hydraulic,
and pneumatic systems were not installed. Structurally, the wing box test article was
identical to the two composite reinforced wing boxes installed on the C-130H opera-
tional aircraft.

The wing box test article was installed in the test fixture in which the following
tests were conducted.

1. Upbend ing Proof Load Test

2. Downbending Proof Load Test

3. Fatigue Test

4. Residual Strength Test

Detail descriptions and results from the above tests are presented in subsequent sections
of this report.

12



3.2 TEST FIXTURE AND EQUIPMENT

A special fixture for static and fatigue testing C-130 center wings was designed,
fabricated, and used by Lockheed under a previous NASA contract (Reference 6). This
special fixture was modified in this program for conducting the static and fatigue tests.
The basic design of this special fixture facilitated the application of wing bending
moments and shear loads at each end of the test article, W.S. 220R and W.S. 220L,
which was reacted by balancing forces at W.S. 61R and W.S. 61 L. Wing torsional
loads was accomplished by applying variable loads by the wing shear loading actuators.
Figure 8 is a simplified illustration of the test fixture arrangement.

Modification including several repairs were accomplished on the special fixture for
improvement of the test operations and satisfaction of requirements of this program. The
repairs involved replacement of several wing test article attachment blocks at W.S. 220
joints, left and right, as shown in Figure 9.

LOADING JACKS
BENDING MOMENT

W.So 220L

LOADING JACKS -
SHEAR (TYP L 8c R)

CENTER WING

SPECIMEN

W.S. 220R

LOADING JACKS •
BENDING MOMENT

FIGURE 8. - FIXTURE FOR STATIC AND FATIGUE TESTS OF
COMPOSITE-REINFORCED WING BOX
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W.S. 220 JOINT
ATTACH BLOCKS

FIGURE 9. - PHOTOGRAPH OF TEST FIXTURE SHOWING
SIMULATED OUTER WING FITTING ATTACHED

TO ONE END-LOADER

The end loaders of the test fixture were attached to each end of the wing test
article for all tests, and are connected by bending moment load frames as depicted in
Figure 10. Application of a tension load in the bending moment load frame and a com-
pression load in the other frame resulted in a constant bending moment applied to the
wing test article.

Figure 11 illustrates the test fixture with the shear load frame installed. In this
illustration one of the bending moment load frames has been omitted for clarity. Shear
loads were applied to the wing test article by shear load actuators which were attached
to the end-loader at one end and to the ends of the shear load frame at the other. The
shear load frame was attached to the wing test article by two dummy wing sticks on each
wing spar. In this arrangement, the shear load actuators applied shear loads at the
WoS. 220 joint, and it was reacted through the dummy wing sticks. Application of
torsional loadings to the wing test article was accomplished by loads of different magni-
tudes by the forward and aft shear load actuators. The shear load frame was movable
for prevention of development of secondary loads in the test article due to test article
deflection.

Figure 12 shows a top view of the completed test fixture prior to installing the wing
test article, and Figure 13 is a similar view with the wing test box installed in the test
fixture.
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FIGURE 12 - TEST FIXTURE PRIOR TO WING BOX INSTALLATION

y.- K

FIGURE 13 - WING BOX INSTALLED IN TEST FIXTURE
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3.3 PREPARATION OF THE COMPOSITE-REINFORCED
CENTER WING BOX FOR TESTING

Preparations for the composite-reinforced center wing test article were mainly
comprised of applying strain gage instrumentation and assembling simulated fuselage
attachment structure to the ends of the front and rear beams. Simulated fuselage
attachment structure was installed on the front and rear beams atW.S. 61R and W. S.
61L. A typical installation is shown in Figure 14. During the test, shear loads were
reacted through the simulated structure similarly to that in the actual airplane install-
ation.

FRONT
BEAM

FUSELAGE
ATTACH
STRUCTURE

FIGURE 14 - TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF SIMULATED FUSELAGE
ATTACHMENT STRUCTURE ON FRONT BEAM OF TEST ARTICLE

The test article was instrumented with a mixture of axial, shear and rosette electri-
cal resistance strain gages. Strain gage locations are shown on Figures 15 through 19,
and a photograph of the major portion of the instrumented upper wing surface is shown
in Figure 20. Initially, 199 channels were installed but, since many of the channels
required "back-up" strain gages to cancel bending strains, 337 gage elements were
required to provide the 199 channels. The primary data acquisition system was a 200-
channel B&F Model SY156 shown in Figure 21.
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FIGURE 20. - STRAIN GAGE INSTALLATION ON TEST UNIT UPPER SURFACE

200-CHANNEL
BRIDGE-BALANCE
AND SIGNAL
CONDITIONING
UNIT

HIGH-SPEED
SWITCHING
PRINTER

FIGURE 21 . - STRAIN DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
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3.4 TEST LOAD CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM

The hydraulic actuators in the test fixture were electro-hydraulic servo controlled
and hydraulic servo controlled with hydraulic power. Also, a calibrated dual bridge
load transducer was located in series with each actuator in each load control channel.
A photograph of the electronic equipment is shown in Figure 22, and a schematic of the
load control and monitoring system is shown in Figure 23.

8-Channel continuous
Strain and Load
Recorder

Servo Controllers,
Function Generators
Load Measuring
and Calibration
System.

FIGURE 22. - PHOTOGRAPH OF LOAD CONTROL AND MONITOR SYSTEM
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3.5 PROOF LOAD TESTS — LOADS, TESTS, INSPECTIONS,
AND EVALUATION

Proof test loads were selected for the most critical of the upbending and downbending
conditions identified in the center wing structural anal/sis. Critical upbending and
downbending load conditions were selected as the analytical conditions that produced
the lowest margins of safety in the center wing structure. The selected loading cases
were:

Upbending - Analysis Case 1102

This case presents the loads encountered during a symmetrical flight maneuver to a
positive load factor of 2.5. The analysis represents the aircraft at maximum gross
weight of 70308 kg (155,000 Ibs.) with 11 340 kg (25,000 Ibs.) of fuel. The design
condition occurs at 167 m/s (325 knots) equivalent airspeed and a 4176-meter (13,700-
foot) altitude.
Downbending - Analysis Case 1134

Maximum downbending loads on the center wing are incurred during taxi conditions.
The critical loads are encountered while taxiing the aircraft with capacity wing fuel
and at maximum gross weight. The dynamic response of the aircraft structure to a
specified lump height and shape was analyzed in detail to derive the loads.

These two loading conditions were simulated during proof loading to design limit load.
As shown in Figures 24 and 25, the vertical bending moments were closely matched at
the W.S. 220 structural joint and at the W.S. 68 fuselage attachment points. Between
these load introduction and restraint points, the test bending moments were slightly higher
than those required.

The simplified nature of the test fixture allowed application of vertical shear and
torsion loads through the end-loaders only. A constant shear load was applied —
approximating the average shear across the span. Since this exceeded the required
analytical shear on the outboard end of the wing box, the test torsion was adjusted to
preclude local overloading of the front and rear beams. The torsional load for the test
conditions was small, and this adjustment did not significantly affect the test results.

Both upbending and downbending proof load tests were satisfactorily completed.
For both tests, prior to applying design limit load, preliminary strain surveys were
conducted. Load was applied in ten percent increments to sixty percent of limit load,
and strain data were recorded at each increment. Evaluation of these data led to the
installation of several additional strain gages to provide a better definition of strain
distributions in selected areas.

Following installation of additional strain gages, the upbending load test was
conducted. Limit load was applied in ten percent increments, and strain data were
collected at each increment. After the limit load application, the loading was
relaxed to 20 percent, and strain readings were taken. A similar procedure was
followed for the downbending test.
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While the proof loadings were successful, examination of strain data for the
upbending condition indicated the desirability of a design change on the upper surface
in vicinity of the W.S. 220 joints. This area of the test article was not of concern
during proof loading, but rather was of concern from a local instability standpoint at
design ultimate load. In general, examination of measured strains for both upbending
and downbending proof load tests showed good agreement with predicted strains except
in the area of the upper surface skin/stringer/rainbow fitting splice at W.S. 220.
Measured strains in this area were higher than predicted and also higher than measured
strains on the previously tested JE-2 component (Reference 1) which represented the
same structural area. Comparisons of measured and predicted strains are shown on
Figure 26. The higher strain survey and proof load test strains were attributed to the
inherent differences between the centroidal locations of applied loads in the full-scale
center wing box test when compared to the component test and/or analytical assump-
tions. Extrapolation of the measured strain data showed a need for a minor reinforce-
ment to preclude the possibility of a local instability failure at design ultimate load.
The reinforcement consisted of adding 20.3-cm(8-inch) long aluminum alloy angles on
each side of the five aftmost stringers on the upper wing surface at W.S. 220, left and
right, as shown on Figure 27. This minor change was incorporated on the test article
and the two composite-reinforced center wings that are being flight evaluated. The
existing fastener pattern in stringer-to-wing plank joint was used in attaching the
reinforcement angles, and the change did not interfere with the boron-epoxy laminates.
Figures 27 and 28 depict the configuration of the reinforcement angles, and Figure 29
shows a typical installation.

Ultrasonic inspection of the test article before the downbending proof test indicated
several small (suspect) disbond areas, primarily in the regions of repaired edge voids
detected during manufacture. These suspected disbonds were confined to wing skin
areas — no disbonds were indicated in any of the stringer crowns — and were primarily
on the upper surface. Two of these, both in areas repaired with splice plates, were
considered significant. One of these two suspected disbonds propagated approximately
43.2 cm(17 in.) during the upbending proof test while the other propagated slightly wider
without any increase in length. Figure 30 identifies the larger disbond in the upper
surface of the test article. The suspected disbanded areas were not repaired, but were
monitored after each static test and fatigue test pass to evaluate any tendency to pro-
pagate. Upon completion of the inspection after the upbending proof load test, the
downbending proof load test was conducted. Ultrasonic inspection of the bondlines in
the test article after the downbending proof test resulted in no propagation of the sus-
pected disbonds.

A second upbending limit load test was conducted on the fatigue test article after
completing four simulated lifetimes of fatigue loading. The same load increments and
sequence of application were used in this second upbending limit load test as those
applied in the first test. Strain data were recorded with existing strain gages as on
the previous upbending limit load test. Differentials in strain readings taken in this
test and those taken in the previous upbending limit load test were within the normal
scatter for the strain gage measurements.
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FIGURE 28. - CONFIGURATION OF ANGLES INSTALLED IN VICINITY
OF W.S. 220 JOINT

INSTALLED
ANGLE

FASTENERS REMOVED
FOR ANGLE INSTALLATION

FIGURE 29. - TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF ANGLE
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AREA OF
SPLICE PLATE
REPAIR

(a) BEFORE PROOF TEST

'AREA OF
'SPLICE PLATE
REPAIR

26JSL

i/.s.

INITIAL DISBOND
AREA "GROWTH" OF

DISBONDED AREA

(b) AFTER UPBENDING PROOF TEST

FIGURE 30. - INDICATED DISBOND ON UPPER SURFACE OF TEST
WING BOX
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Upon completion of the second upbending limit load test, the fatigue test article
was visually and ultrasonically inspected. During the visual inspection, a two-inch
long crack was detected in the aft beam web of the test article at W.S. 145.5 (left
side of test article). The crack traversed the double row of fasteners attaching the
rear beam web to the lower beam cap and was remote from the boron-epoxy laminate
reinforcements. Repair of the crack was accomplished before starting the crack growth
tests described inSection 3.10. Also, an ultrasonic inspection of all accessible bond-
lines in the fatigue test article did not reveal any new bond line defects nor propagation
of any of the previously detected disbands.

3.6 GROUND VIBRATION TESTS

Vibration tests were conducted on the first aircraft with the composite-reinforced
center wing to verify that the existing C-130 flutter speeds had not been adversely
affected by the modification. Accelerometers were attached to selected locations on
the aircraft structure to measure amplitude vectors at each important resonant frequency.
The overall vibration test setup is shown in Figure 31. The aircraft was excited by
vertical electromagnetic vibrators. For one set of measurements, the shakers were
attached to the wing rear beam at each wing tip as shown in Figure 32. A second set
of measurements was made with the shakers located at the aft end of each external
fuel tank as noted in Figure 32. Each vibration test was conducted by making constant
force frequency sweeps from 0.5 Hz to 50 Hz, symmetrically and antisymmetrically,
with the shakers located vertically at the wing tip rear beams. Selected accelerometer
outputs were recorded on a 14-channel magnetic tape recorder and on a direct record
strip chart. Plots (X-Y plane) of output acceleration versus frequency were made to
identify the resonant frequencies. A modal survey was made at each important resonant
frequency using a roving accelerometer to take readings at pre-selected locations on the
structure. The shakers were then moved to the aft end of the external fuel tank where
additional frequency sweeps and modal surveys were made. Figure 33 shows a close-up
view of the shaker attached to the wing tip, and Figure 34 shows the control and record-
ing equipment used in the vibration tests.

The aircraft configuration on which the ground vibration tests were conducted was
similar to that of the standard FY73 C-130H airplane on which previous ground vibra-
tion tests had been conducted. The following is a list of significant parameters that
defined the configuration.

• Zero wing fuel; zero external wing tank fuel

• Gust locks installed on ailerons and elevator

• No hydraulic boost on the control surfaces

• Essentially an empty cargo compartment

The resonant frequencies obtained from the vibration test conducted on the aircraft
with the composite-reinforced center wing are compared with results from a similar test
on an aircraft with an all-metal center wing. These comparative results are shown in
Table I. It is concluded from this comparison that the vibration characteristics of the
two aircraft are essentially identical.
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FIGURE 31. - AIRCRAFT 73-01592 (LAC 4557)
DURING GROUND VIBRATION TESTS

AFT END OF
EXTERNAL TANK

FIGURE 32. - GROUND VIBRATION TEST SETUP
(OVERALL VIEW)
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FIGURE 33. - GROUND VIBRATION TEST - DETAIL OF WING SHAKER

FIGURE 34. - GROUND VIBRATION TEST - DETAIL OF
CONTROL AND RECORDING EQUIPMENT
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TABLE I

ZERO FUEL RESONANT FREQUENCY COMPARISON
FY73 C-1JOH (TAG) AIRCRAFT

os
o
H

1

K

Ii
o
H
g

1
1

1
3

RESONANT FREQUENCY - HERTZ

FIRST FY73 AIRCRAFT
AF 73-01581

1.80

3.12
4.21

4.87
5-54
6.27

7-45
9.10

11.75
12.60

15.21

19.07
19.85
24.50

4.15
5.16
6.36
8.22

9.34

12.30

13.71
13.97
15.38
16.10
18.30
20.44
24.66

FIRST AIRCRAFT WITH
COMPOSITE-REINFORCED C.W.B.

AF 73-01592

1.85

3.26

4.18

4.92

5.68
6.25

7.53
9.26

11.80
12.30

15-44
16.22

19.08

19.67

23.66

4.18

5.25
6.36
8.14
9.56

11.34
12.60

13.84

15.70
16.08

18.73
20.30

25.65
26.90
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3.7 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS

After pre-flight functional tests, flight acceptance tests were conducted which
consisted of the normal flight activities associated with checkout and delivery of
C-130H aircraft. Such flights are routinely conducted by Lockheed and Air Force
personnel to assure that the aircraft systems are functioning satisfactorily. No specific
structural flight demonstration was required for the two C-130 aircraft with the composite-
reinforced center wing boxes.

The first of the two aircraft with the composite-reinforced center wing box,
Serial No. AF73-01592 was first flown on 8 October 1974, in a 3-hour, 39 minute
flight. The flight pattern covered areas from Marietta, Georgia, to Centre, Alabama,
to Chattanooga, Tennessee, and return to Marietta. A maximum altitude of 9144 meters
(30,000 ft.) was attained. During the flight, the aircraft hydraulic systems, gyro compass,
and engines were checked out. Figure 35 shows the aircraft taxiing prior to the first flight.

FIGURE 35. - AIRCRAFT 73-01592 (LAC 4557) ON TAXIWAY

Nothing unusual occurred and the aircraft performed in a similar manner to other
C-130H aircraft. After Air Force acceptance flights, the aircraft was formally
delivered to the Air Force on 23 October 1974.

Flight acceptance tests were conducted on the second C-130H aircraft with the
composite-reinforced center wing box, Serial No. AF73-01594, similarly to the first
aircraft. Nothing unusual occurred during the tests, and the aircraft performed in a
similar manner to other C-130H aircraft. After Air Force acceptance flights, the
aircraft was formally delivered to the Air Force on 27 November 1974.
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3.8 FATIGUE TEST— LOADS, TEST, INSPECTIONS
AND EVALUATION

Upon completion of the proof tests, fatigue testing was initiated. Spectrum loads were
applied that were identical to those used for full-scale testing of the C-130 B/E wing
structure. The spectrum consisted of ten passes per lifetime and the wing box was tested
for four lifetimes. Strain surveys were accomplished at the beginning of the fatigue
test and after completing each lifetime. Ultrasonic inspections were performed before
beginning the fatigue test and after each lifetime. In addition, spot ultrasonic inspec-
tions were accomplished in areas of suspected disbonds after each load pass to determine
disband propagation, if any. Detailed descriptions of the more significant parts of the
fatigue test are given in the following paragraphs.

3.8.1 Test Loads

Spectrum loads applied in the fatigue test are given in Table II. These loads
comprise "Spectrum B" which were used in the fatigue analysis of the composite-
reinforced center wing and also the full-scale test of the C-130 B/E wing. This
spectrum was applied four times for simulation of 40,000 flight hours and 28,868
aircraft landings. Application of the loads spectrum given in Table II was performed
in ten passes, and forty passes were completed in the fatigue test which accounted
for 1,028,900 load cycles.

Fatigue test loads applied by shear and bending moment actuators including the
number of cycles for one pass with the wing center-of-pressure at 30 percent chord
are presented in Table III. Similar data for the wing center-of-pressure at 42 percent
chord are given in Table IV. During the fatigue test, the loads and numbers of cycles
given in Table III were applied first followed by those presented in Table IV. This
order of application of the fatigue loads resulted in a reversed sequence of test condi-
tions after each pass. It is noted in the majority of load increments the number of
cycles required per pass is not even; consequently, adjustments had to be made during
application of each group of ten passes to produce the required total number of cycles
for each condition. For example, the GUST 1.1 condition required 871 cycles per
simulated lifetime (ten passes) or 87.1 cycles per pass. During each ten passes, 87
cycles were applied for nine passes and 88 cycles for one pass.

3.8.2 Conducting the Fatigue Test

Upon completion of the inspections of the test article after the downbending proof
load test, strain surveys were conducted. Each strain survey consisted of application of
maximum upbending condition and maximum downbending condition from the fatigue
test spectrum. The GUST 1.1 condition was defined as the maximum upbending condi-
tion and the TAXI 1.1 condition was the maximum downbending condition. Loads were
applied in incremental percentages of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 20. Strains were
recorded at each load increment for comparison with initial strain measurements. The
strain survey data are presented in Reference 7. In addition, strain data were recorded
for monitoring purposes at the maximum load of GUST 2.4 condition during each pass.
Four channels were used for continuous strain monitoring on a strip recorder.
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TABLE II - GENERAL FATIGUE SPECTRUM REPRESENTING
• 10,000 FLIGHT HOURS AND 7217 LANDINGS

CONDITION

Gust

Gust

Gust

Taxi

GAG

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3.1

1.1

1

2

3

4

5

6

CYCLES

871

2327

4595

7676

18254

94518

1760

4995

21212

81367

6805

5328

467

508

900

1200

1567

2875

(MWS6+1> Ref'
Mean - Var.

x 106 N-m

(x 106 in-lb)

0.974 -0.758
(8.62 -6.71)

0.974-0.554
(8.62-4.90)

0.974-0.452
(8.62-4.00)

0.974-0.400
(8.62-3.54)

0.974 -0.323
(8.62-2.86)

0.974-0.251
(8.62-2.22)

0.798*0.649
(7.06 ±5.74)

0.798 ±0.481
(7.06-4.26)

0.798 - 0.359
(7.06*3.18)

0.798 ±0.295
(7.06 ±2.61)

0.435 ±0.572
(3.85 ±5.06)

-0.828 -0.402
(-7.33- 3.56)

0.138-1.300
(1.22- 11.51)

0.050 - 1.220
(0.44- 10.80)

0.192 ± 1.071
(1.70 ±9. 48)

0.119 - 1.045
(1.05 ±9. 25)

0.072 ±0.975
(0.64 ±8. 63)

-0.056 -0.829
(-0.50*7.34)

MWS220
Mean - Var.

x 106 N-m

(x 106 in-lb)

0.606 -0.472
(5.36-4.18)

0.606 ±0.343
(5.36-3.04)

0.606 -0.281
(5. 36 ±2. 49)

0.606 ±0.249
(5. 36 -2. 20)

0.606-0.208
(5.36- 1.84)

0.606 ±0.156
(5.36± 1.38)

0.496 ±0.403
(4.39* 3.57)

0.496 ±0.301
(4.39-2.66)

0.496 ±0.224
(4.39* 1.98)

0.496 ±0.184
(4.39* 1.63)

0.271 ±0.357
(2.40*3.16)

-0.506 ±0.246
(-4.48*2.18)

0.073 ±0.695
(0.65 ±6. 15)

0.027 ±0.651
(0.24 ±5.76)

0.103-0.572
(0.91 ±5.06)

0.063- 0.559
(0.56 ±4. 95)

0.040 ±0.521
(0.35 ±4. 61)

-0.029 ±0.443
(-0.26 ±3. 92)

PWS220
Mean - Var.

x 103 N

(x 103 Ib)

91.19-70.77
(20.50 ± 15.91)

91. 19 ±52. 04
(20.50 ± 11.70)

91.19-42.26
(20.50 ±9.50)

91.19- 37.50
(20.50 ±8.43)

91. 19 ±28.56
(20.50 ±6.42)

91. 19 ±23. 49
(20.50 *5.28)

74.68-60.72
(16.79 J 13.65)

74. 68 ±44. 75
(16.79* 10.06)

74.68 - 33.58
(16.79*7.55)

74.68 -27.40
(16.79*6.16)

40.57*53.15
(9.12* 11.95)

-79.71 ±38.61
(-17.92*8.68)

15.92- 149.94
(3.58*33.71)

5.56 - 141.00
(1.25 ±31. 70)

22.11 - 123.65
(4.97* 27.80)

13.70 - 120.27
(3.08*27.04)

8.096- 112.45
(1.82* 25.28)

-6.72 ±95.68
(-1.51 ±21.51)
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Cyclic loading of the fatigue test article was accomplished for the first lifetime
and only minor difficulties were encountered with the test system. Upon completion
of the first lifetime of testing, both visual and ultrasonic inspections were performed
on the fatigue test article. No visual damage was revealed and no changes were
detected in the bondlines of the fatigue test article during the ultrasonic inspection
including the disbonds discovered after the proof test. Although no fatigue cracks were
detected during the visual inspections, it was discovered that two small reinforcement
angles had not been installed during manufacture of the fatigue test article. These
angles attach to a wing surface panel and the lower front beam cap at Wing Station 68,
left and right. In the normal production sequence, these angles are installed when
assembling the center wing into the fuselage. Since the fatigue test article was not
installed in an operational aircraft, installation of the reinforcement angles was in-
advertently omitted. The angles were not critical for the fatigue test, but they were
installed prior to initiating cyclic testing into the second lifetime. A typical installa-
tion of a reinforcement angle is shown in Figure 36.

A strain survey was performed after the first lifetime of cyclic testing for the
GUST 1.1 and TAXI 1.1 fatigue load conditions. These strain data are reported in
Reference 7 and no unusual measurements were identified that indicated suspect con-
ditions.

The second lifetime of cyclic testing was completed and only minor test system
difficulties were encountered. After completing the second lifetime of testing, the
fatigue test article was both visually and ultrasonically inspected. No fatigue cracks
were detected in the aluminum structure; however, seven fasteners had sustained head
failures. All of these failed fasteners were remote from the boron-epoxy reinforce-
ments, and visual examination of the fracture surfaces revealed fatigue markings. The
failed fasteners were not considered serious and were replaced with 0.397-mm (1/64-
inch) oversize fasteners normally used for such repairs. Prior to installation, the

FUSELAGE
ATTACHMENT

FRONT
BEAM

o
FIGURE 36.-TYPICAL INSTALLATION OF REINFORCEMENT ANGLE
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fastener hole walls were inspected for cracks using the eddy-current inspection
technique. Ultrasonic inspection of the boron-epoxy laminate-to-wing skin plank
bondlines revealed no detectable changes. Upon completing the inspection, cyclic
testing was continued.

The third lifetime of fatigue testing was initiated and upon completing five load
passes in that lifetime, visual inspection revealed an additional six fastener failures.
At this point in the fatigue test, a total of thirteen fastener failures had occurred of
which nine failures were in the Wing Station 220 joint region where the test article
interfaces with the test fixture. All of those failures occurred in the all-metallic
C-130 structure and remote from the boron-epoxy laminates. Similar failures were not
experienced during fatigue testing of the conventional center wing. On that test,
shear loads in the Wing Station 220 joint region were induced through outer wings
rather than through a special test fixture. It was concluded that the fastener failures
were associated with a local condition produced by stiff shear loading members on the
test fixture. These failures were considered minor, and failed fasteners were replaced
with repair fasteners after which cycling was continued. Upon completion of the third
simulated lifetime, the fatigue test article was visually and ultrasonically inspected.
The ultrasonic inspection did not reveal any growth in previously detected disbonds or
any new disbonds in the bondlines of the boron-epoxy laminates-to-aluminum structure.
The visual inspection revealed a broken fastener at Wing Station 100 in the rear beam
web. This failed fastener was replaced after the hole was inspected by an eddy current
meter and the surfaces found free of cracks. Upon completing the inspection, cyclic
testing was continued.

Cyclic testing continued into the fourth simulated lifetime with 2,811 load cycles
remaining in the lifetime when two cracks were discovered in the front beam web of
the fatigue test article at Wing Station 73 which is in the vicinity of the wing-fuselage
frame intersection. Both cracks were in the area of the beam web where it is attached
to the lower front beam cap. A photograph of the area in which the cracks are located
is contained in the Fatigue Damage Reports, Damage Item Number 9, of Appendix C.
The longer crack was estimated to be 12.7 cm (5.0 in.) in length and extended from the
lower edge of the beam web through the double row of mechanical fasteners attaching
the beam web to the beam cap, and it continued in the beam web on a curved path that
ended beneath the load reaction fixture. The second crack was estimated to be 1.5 cm
(0.6 in.) in length which extended through the adjacent pair of mechanical fasteners
that the longer crack traversed and continued to the lower edge of the beam web.
Fatigue cycling of the test article was continued after the discovery of the two cracks
as this damage was judged as not being detrimental to completion of the fourth simulated
lifetime of testing. The fourth lifetime was completed without propagation of either of
the two cracks.

Upon completion of the fourth simulated lifetime, the fatigue test article was
visually and ultrasonically inspected. The visual inspection revealed two failed
mechanical fasteners at Wing Station 100. The first failed fastener was located in the
double row of fasteners attaching the front beam web and reinforcement plate to the
upper front beam cap. The second failed fastener occurred in the double row of fasteners
attaching the rear beam web to the upper rear beam cap. Also, a crack was discovered
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in the rear beam web at Wing Station 145.5. The estimated length of the crack was
5.1 cm (2.0 in.) and it traversed the double row of mechanical fasteners joining the
rear beam web to the lower rear beam cap. Both cracks were repaired and the two
failed fasteners were replaced prior to conducting an additional upbending limit load
test. Ultrasonic inspection of the bondlines of the boron-epoxy laminate-to-aluminum
structure showed no propagation in previously detected disbands nor detection of any
new disbands.

3.8.3 Fatigue Damage Reports on Test Article

Fatigue damage reports were reported on each damage item discovered. All of
these damage reports are included in Appendix C. Each report defines the damage
item, its location, and when it occurred in the fatigue test spectrum. A photograph
of each damage item is included in each damage report. Also, the damage report
included a description of the repair accomplished on each damage item.

In summary, fatigue damage reports were prepared for 16 failed mechanical
fasteners and two cracks in the front beam web during the fatigue test. In addition,
fatigue damage reports for two failed mechanical fasteners, a crack in the rear beam
web, and the buckled repair doubter on the front beam web were prepared prior to
conducting the subsequent upbending limit load test. The aforementioned buckled
doubler repair is described in Damage Item Number 13 in Appendix C.

3.8.4 Evaluation of Fatigue Test Results

Successful completion of four simulated lifetimes of fatigue testing on the fatigue
article without any problems or failures in the boron-epoxy laminate reinforced areas
provides a high level of confidence of accumulating a lifetime of in-service experience
with minimal problems. Also, the few minor failures experienced in the areas that are
remote from the boron-epoxy reinforcements provide additional confidence that no
problems will develop during the course of the in-service flight evaluation program
being conducted on the two composite-reinforced center wing boxes.

Review of strain measurements taken after each of the four simulated lifetimes of
cyclic testing showed no unusual results indicating degradations of any types. In fact,
differentials in strain measurements taken after each lifetime of cyclic testing was
within the normal scatter for strain gage measurements. Since no disbonds developed
in the bondlines of the boron-epoxy laminate-to-metal structure during the fatigue test,
this attests to the soundness of the structural design.
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3.9 ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL CRACK LENGTHS

Three structural locations were selected for critical crack length, residual
strength, crack propagation, and disbanding analyses:

o Wo S. 180 Lower: an area of the lower surface panel remote from geometric
complications other than the hat-section stringers and the boron-epoxy com-
posite laminates.

o W.S. 120 Lower an area of the lower surface panel influenced by the
access door cutout, the hat-section stringers, and the boron-epoxy composite
laminates; termination of stringers and laminates inboard and outboard of
door cutout.

o W.S. 214 Lower an area of the lower surface panel influenced by the wing
joint fitting, the hat-section stringers, and the termination of the boron-
epoxy composite laminates.

A fourth location, W.S. 214 Upper, was found to be comparable to W.S,, 214 Lower
except subject to less severe stresses.

The damage condition considered at the three locations was cracking of the skin
element of the panel cross-section. As a result of the full-scale test (Sec. 3. 10), the
effect of associated cracking of the hat-section stringer flanges on the crack in the skin
element was also investigated. Disbanding of the laminate bonded to the skin was in-
vestigated at the locations of laminate termination in the W.S. 120 access door area
(Stringers 17 & 19 at W.S. 110 and W.S. 130) and in the W.S. 214 wing joint area.

Critical Crack Length - The strength of the singularity defining the stress at the
tip of a crack (tip radius, r -*-0) is measured by the stress intensity factor (Ref. 8):

K, = oV^FaX (Eq. 3.9.1)

where: o = applied tension stress away from the crack
a = measure of crack size; e.g., for a through-the-thickness symmetrical

crack, a = half the crack length
^ = correction factor for proximity of boundaries, other geometric influ-

ences, and induced loads
Subscript I denotes crack opening under tension as opposed to II which

defines shear and III which is tearing.

The critical value of the stress intensity factor, K , is a material property dependent
upon grain orientation and crack tip strain restraint (which is principally determined by
thickness).

For combinations of applied stress, correction factor, and crack length yielding
K| > Kc, the crack would propagate rapidly to the edge of the part or to some obstruc-
tion capable of arresting it; i.e., unstable crack propagation. For K| < Kc, the crack
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propagates slowly, such that if the applied stress were cyclic,incremental crack
extension would occur; i.e., stable crack propagation. Unstable crack propagation
may be arrested by an obstruction which removes the stress state singularity (e.g., a
fastener hole, r T 0) or changed to stable propagation by a reduction in K| caused by
reduction in stress (e.g., a deflection limited part) and/or a reduction in the correction
factor (e.g., crack opening displacement restraint from reinforcement). Hence,
critical crack length, ac, requires the specification of the applied stress, o , plus the
geometry defining the correction factor, X = X(a), such that K| > Kc for a > ac. In
this analysis, the above criterion was assessed by solving Equation 3.9.1 for the applied
stress yielding KC as a function of the crack length (and its associated correction
factor); i.e., the critical stress. Comparing the critical stress to applied stress cases
then determines the critical crack length. Principally, the analysis involves evaluation
of the correction factor, X , as a function of the crack size parameter, a.

Residual Strength - Residual strength is the load sustaining capability of the
remaining intact structure given that the part (skin element) has completely fractured,
whether by stable or unstable crack propagation. That is, it is an assessment of the
consequences of the cracked condition. If the critical stress is caused by
a load greater than the residual strength, then application of that load (stress) would
cause catastrophic failure; if not, then only the part under examination breaks. The
likelihood of catastrophic failure therefore may be assessed by comparing the critical
stress, the residual strength, and the applied load, especially limit load, and its associ-
ated probability of occurrence. A discussion of the analysis is in Section 3.9.4.

Crack Propagation - The stable crack propagation characteristic is germane to the
question of the likelihood of encountering critical crack conditions. For this analysis
initial crack sizes were selected based on inspection detectability criteria.

For this analysis the test load spectrum listed in Table II (Sec. 3.8.1), reduced to
1000 hours per pass, was used. In addition, crack retardation effects from stress level
interactions were not considered.

The cyclic crack propagation rate may be described by Forman's equation (Ref. 8):

da/dN =CAKn/[(1 -R) Kc -AK] (Eq. 3.9.2)

where AK = Kmax - Km|n for an applied load (stress) cycle using .Equation 3.9.1,
amax, om;n/ specifying the crack size parameter, a, and using its
associated correction factor, X .

= amin/amax
C, n = empirical material constants that are keyed to ranges of AK

Integration of Equation 3.9.2 was accomplished using a computer program which solves
for the number of cycles required to propagate the crack by a selected increment Aa.
The initial crack size for subsequent increments was aj = a;_] + Aa, and a = aj + Aa/2
was used to evaluate Xj resulting in AKj: for each stress range Aa: in the spectrum.
The integration is greatly simplified by computing a cyclically weighted average AK
for a pass of the spectrum, yielding the number of passes to propagate the crack by Aa.
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This expedient generates significant errors if the crack growth rate is high enough to
cause significant crack extension in a few passes. In that case, integration phase-by-
phase or cycle-by-cycle must be resorted to.

Disbanding - Propagation of disbanding of the boron-epoxy composite laminate
from the skin was investigated using methods reported in NASA TMX-71948 (Ref. 9).
The cyclic disbond rate may be described by:

da/dN =CGn (Eq. 3.9.3)

where G = strain energy release rate
C,n = empirical bond/adherend system constants

Conceptually, the stringer-laminate combination may be viewed as two members
bonded together, member 1 being the composite laminate bonded to the skin, and
member 2 the remainder (hat-section stringer plus laminate bonded to crown plus effec-
tive skin, as applicable). Then:

G = o2
2 (1 - A2*/A* + A//A*) A2*/2E2 (Eq. 3.9.4)

where Aj* = modulus weighted area of laminate (member 1)
A2* = modulus weighted area of remainder (member 2)
A* = A]*+A 2 *
E2 = reference modulus (in this analysis, it is aluminum)
o2 = stress in reference modulus material of A2 (in this analysis,

aluminum)

Equation 3.9.3 could not be integrated directly due to the unavailability of material
constants for the bond/adherend system employed here. However, qualitative results
were obtained using data from Reference 9 .

Reference Stresses - The limit upbending load case used in this analysis is shown
in Figure 24. Figures 37 and 38 compare the stress distribution for this case:

o Using the stress-load ratio (Reference 2, Figure 17), a = (S/L) MX and Mx

from Figure 24.

o Results of the unit beam stress anslysis, adjusted for limit load, from the
strength substantiation analysis (Reference 2, Sec. 4.1).

o Axial strain gage results from the limit load upbending test (Sec. 3.5) in
which o = e E.

The spanwise distribution, Figure 37, is shown along stringer 10; and the chordwise
distribution, Figure 38, atW.S. 120. Comparisons are similar at other locations. It
was concluded that (S/L) Mx would be appropriate for crack propagation analyses;
however, test results should be included for critical crack length and residual strength
analyses.
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3.9.1 W.S. 180 Lower Surface Panel Analysis

The sketch in Figure 39 depicts the lower surface panel in the region of W.S. 180
along with pertinent geometry. The crack location was chosen to be between Stringers
17 and 18 rather than emanating from a fastener hole in deference to the ability to
inflict initial damage in the crack growth test without disassembling the structure.
Furthermore, this choice isolates the crack so that only hat-section stringer and lam-
inate effects need to be considered.

Correction Factor - The methods and data from NASA TR-R-358 (Ref. 10) were
used to evaluate the correction factor, X, as a function of the crack size parameter, a.
The uniformly spaced stringers (stiffeners) specified in Reference 10 are attached with
mechanical fasteners with spacings based on fastener spacing/stiffener spacing ratios,
p/b. A p/b ratio of 1/12 closely approximates an integrally stiffened panel (Ref. 11).
Observing the fastener lines in Figure 39, the hat-section stringers having the boron-
epoxy laminates bonded to their crowns are attached to the skin surface planks by
fasteners spaced at 2.34 cm (0.92 in.) acting as stiffeners spaced at b = 5.3 cm (2.1 in.)
and 9.2 cm (3.6 in.) alternately. The laminates bonded to skin surface planks are super-
imposed on the stringer/crown laminate/surface plank system and are represented as inte-
gral stiffeners (i.e. p/b = 1/12) spaced at 14.5 cm (5.7 in.): A = (A . )(A, . )•
The results are shown on Figure 40.

During the crack growth test (Sec. 3.10), the hat-section flange cracked at
W.S. 120. The effect of this induced cracking was assumed to render the hat-section
stringer and laminate bonded to the crown incapable of inhibiting crack opening dis-
placement. The effect of this assumption (laminate bonded to the skin only) on the
correction factor for the skin crack is also shown in Figure 40.

Critical Stress - Using KC = 101.2 MN/m .VrrT(92 ksiVTnT) from Reference 8
and the correction factors from Figure 40, Equation 3.9.1 was solved for critical stress
as a function of the crack size parameter, a. Results are shown in Figure 41. For com-
parison, results for an unstiffened sheet, i.e., \= 1, are also shown. The critical stress
was cut off at F^ = 469 MN/m (68 ksi). Stress levels for residual strength, limit stress,
and maximum test spectrum stress are superimposed.

In Figure 41 it is observed that the crack does not become critical for limit load
as long as the boron-epoxy laminates remain effective. However, if both stringer and
laminates were ineffective, the crack would become critical for limit load at a =
12.7 cm (5.0 in.); that is, when the crack is 25.4 cm (10.0 in.) long.

Thermal stresses, assuming the laminates intact, would raise the applied stress by
22 MN/rrX (3.2 ksi) for normal operations or by 43.5 MN/rrn (6.3 ksi) for the low
temperature condition (218°K, -67°F). The conclusions remain the same except the
critical crack length for the unstiffened sheet case does not apply.

Crack Propagation - The crack propagation characteristic from integrating Equa-
tion 3.9.2 for the test spectrum is shown in Figure 42, and is correlated with crack growth
test observations in Figure 43. In Figure 42, results showing the effect of 22 MN/rrr
(3.2 ksi) thermally induced stress are also shown.
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3.9.2 W.S. 120 Lower Access Door Area Analysis

The sketch shown in Figure 44 depicts the lower surface panel in the region of the
W.S. 120 lower access door cutout. Cracking of the skin element from the aft side of
the door cutout was investigated.

Correction Factor - The correction factor, X, was evaluated by two methods,
first using the methods and data from Reference 12 and, secondly, using the NASTRAN
computer program to solve a finite element model.

The concept of the finite element model is depicted in Figures 45 through 48. The
model was configured to yield valid results while employing the simplest elements
possible (e.g., Ref. 13) and to exploit the partitioning and looping capabilities of
NASTRAN. Details of the model are shown in Figures 49 through 54. Mesh points were
selected to coincide with fastener locations, and to provide a simulation of the bond.
Model details away from the cracked area detail were phased out including no simulation
of the spanwise splice nor the external splice strap. Essential influences on the correc-
tion factor were retained including the bending stiffness of the stringers normal to the
plane of the skin element (Ref. 12). The cracked element (connected as shown in
Figure 47) is essentially that reported in Reference 14 except a central node was added.
Results of NASTRAN computer program analysis of the finite element model are shown in
Figure 55.

Using the methods and data from Reference 12, the crack restraining effect of the
hat-section stringer and laminates was superimposed on an effective length crack.
Studies of an elliptical hole show that the effect of the hole has a limiting value of
X = 2.3 for a -»-0, and fairs to the "Bowie" factor for a circular hole (Ref. 8 ) as the
crack becomes large. Using this factor, an effective through-thickness symmetrical
crack may be defined using:

K, = a \^Bowle = a v^

Thus, °e
=°^owie (Ea. 3.9.5)

The condition as an asymmetrical crack approaches a stiffener, then uses ae as a
reference after scaling the true location by Agow;e« Since the data from Reference 12
did not go beyond the stringer, the hat-section stringer and laminates were lumped into
an equivalent modulus weighted stringer bonded at the stringer center-line. The results
are shown in Figure 55 for the combination of hat-section stringer plus laminates and for
the case of the skin laminate alone (assuming the hat-section and crown laminate are
ineffective if the stringer flange also cracks).

Test observations of crack length at times during the crack growth test (Sec. 3.10)
were reduced to "test demonstrated" correction factors by assuming Aa/AN-da/dN
within a phase, using Equation 3.9.2 to solve for AK, and using Equation 3.9.1 to
solve for \ . These results are superimposed in Figure 55.
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The finite element model provided a means of analyzing the corresponding
location on the C-130B/E all-metal configuration. Element thicknesses were adjusted
and the composite laminate elements were removed. The correction factor results are
compared with those of the boron-epoxy composite laminate reinforced configuration
in Figure 56.

2
Critical Stress - Using KC = 78.6 MN/m .\y~nT(7} .5 ksi Vin.) and the correction

factors from Figure 55, Equation 3.9.1 was solved for critical stress as a function of the
crack size parameter, a. Results are shown in Figure 57 for the conditions of stringer
and laminates intact and for the cracked stringer flange. The reduced test data from
Figure 55 are also shown. The finite element model analysis results are also shown in
Figure 57; indicating that for a 1 3.86 cm (1.52 in.) the crack would be critical for
limit stress. In the crack growth test, the cracks at this location (a = 11 .61 cm (4.57
in.) LHS, and a = 12.12 cm (4.77 in.) RHS) propagated rapidly as the load was being
incremented from 100 to 110 percent limit load. It arrested before reaching the edge
of the panel in the splice, indicating that the finfte element analysis is conservative.
Critical stress results of the finite element model analysis for the C-130B/E configura-
tion using correction factors from Figure 56 are compared with those of the boron-epoxy
composite laminate reinforced configuration in Figure 58.

Crack Propagation - The crack propagation characteristic from integrating Equa-
tion 3.9.2 for the test spectrum is shown in Figure 59. Since significant crack growth
occurred within a pass, phase-by-phase integration was resorted to. Results from both
approaches using Reference 12 data and the finite element model analysis are shown for
the stringer intact case. Test data from the crack growth test (Sec. 3.10) are super-
imposed including observations of the stringer flange crack. Apportionment of frac-
tional parts of a pass was based on cycles. Demarcations of the Gust, Taxi, and GAG
phases are shown.

Disbanding - Disbanding of the boron-epoxy laminates bonded to the wing skin at
terminations inboard and outboard of the W.S. 120 access door (Stringers 17, 18, and
19) was investigated. At the termination, the thickness of the laminate, t, was reduced
in steps to 1 .02 mm (0.04 in.) while the hat-section stringer and the crown laminate
were terminated leaving the wing skin as the only effective element of member 2 in
Equation 3.9.4. Using tj = 4.32 mm (0.17 in.) and moduli from Reference 1 in Equa-
tion 3.9.4 yields the strain energy rate, G = 0.000263 o^ Joules/meter where cr is
measured in MN/m^. In Reference 9, the fastest growing disbond condition (i.e.,
graphite-epoxy materials bonded with Epon 927 adhesive) yielded material constants,
C = 1 .19 x 10~° and n = 3.3. Applying these conservative material constants and the
test spectrum loads in Equation 3.9.3 results in negligible disbond growth at the locations
investigated. The effects of mechanical fasteners and the trend established for the AF126
adhesive reported in Reference 9 tend to reduce the disbond propagation rate even more.
Increasing the laminate thickness to 4.32 mm (0.17 in.) and considering the hat-section
stringer and crown laminate effective increases the strain energy rate, G, to 0.00524a2
Joules/meter where a is in MN/m . Also, using the above conservative material con-
stants, C and n, in Equation 3.9.3, the disbond propagation, Aa/ is less than 0.001 mm
per test spectrum load pass. Therefore, it is concluded that disbond propagation at these
locations would not occur under normal operational stresses.
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3.9.3 W.S. 214 Lower Wing Joint Area Analysis

The sketch in Figure 60 depicts the lower surface panel in the wing joint area.
Skin panel cracking extending from the fastener hole of the most outboard fastener in the
termination region of the boron-epoxy laminate bonded to the skin panel was investi-
gated. In the full-scale crack growth test (Sec» 3.10), a sawcut was induced as a
"corner crack" as shown in Detail C of Figure 60. However, for analysis purposes, the
crack was assumed to extend through the thickness as shown in Figure 61 which also
depicts pertinent geometry. The reinforcement straps terminate immediately inboard of
the crack location. Hence, they were considered ineffective in the analysis.

Correction Factor - The uncertainty of the effectiveness of the boron-epoxy lam-
inate extending beyond the fastener hole led to the determination of a correction factor
derived for two bounding conditions. The left-hand sketch in the lower portion of
Figure 61 schematically shows the actual configuration. The lower bound for the correc-
tion factor assumes that the laminate extension is fully effective which is represented
by a continuous bonded laminate. The upper bound for the correction factor assumes the
laminate extension to be ineffective and the laminate causes a traction due to load trans-
fer on the crack. Finally for comparison, the boron-epoxy laminate was considered to
be disbanded which was representative of a condition imposed in the full-scale crack
growth test (Sec. 3.10). The hat-section stringers including the reinforcing angles were
considered to be continuous for the cases investigated as was the boron-epoxy laminate
bonded to the crown of the hat-section stringer. The idealizations are sketched in
Figure 61 „

The methods of analysis and data from Reference 10 were used in determination of
the correction factor, X, for the lower bound case as a function of the crack size param-
eter, a. The crack opening displacement restraining effect of the laminate bonded to the
wing skin was superimposed on that of the hat-section stringer including the reinforcing
angles and crown laminate as described in Section 3.9.1 using an effective crack length
defined in Equation 3.9.5 to account for the interaction of the fastener hole. The results
of this analysis are presented in Figure 62.

In order to solve the upper bound case, the applied load was assumed to be dis-
tributed into the laminate bonded to the wing skin over a 5.08 cm (2.00 in.) transition
length (Sec. 3.9.4). One-half of the effect of a traction load on the inboard side of
the crack (Reference 15, Figure V-C-8) was added to one-half of the effect of the re-
distributed applied stress (outboard side of crack) using an image structure concept and
an effective crack length as defined in Equation 3.9.5 to account for the interaction of
the fastener hole. The shear stress in the transition length was considered to be uni-
formly distributed to simplify the integration of the traction force equation. Results of
this analysis are presented in Figure 62.

The methods of analysis and data from Reference 10 were also used to determine the
correction factor for the laminate disbonded case considering the hat-section stringer
plus reinforcement angles and crown laminate (lower bound case without laminate bonded
to wing skin) using an effective crack length as defined in Equation 3.9.5 to account for
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the interaction of the fastener hole. The results of the analysis are also presented in
Figure 62.

Critical Stress - Using Kc = 101.1 MN/m2 • vTrT(92 ksi X/TrT.) from Reference 8
and the correction factors for the three cases from Figure 62, Equation 3.9.1 was solved
for the corresponding critical stress as a function of the crack size parameter, a. The
results are plotted in Figure 63. Limit stress and maximum test spectrum stress levels are
shown for comparison in that figure.

If the upper bound case is taken to be the representative condition, crack lengths
in the range of 15.4 cm 4° < 17.8 cm (6.1 in.< a < 7.0 in.) with application of
limit stress would cause immediate unstable crack propagation. Stable crack propagation
may return when a ^ 17.8 cm (7.0 in.) due to the restraining influence of the hat-
section stringer and reinforcement angles. Hence, the criterion that K|^KC for a ^ac

is not satisfied and it is observed that critical crack length does not exist since the panel
splice (limit of analysis applicability) is encountered at a = 20.3 cm (8.0 in.).

Crack Propagation - The crack propagation characteristics determined by inte-
grating Equation 3.9.2 for the test spectrum using correction factors from Figure 62 are
shown for the upper bound, lower bound, and disbonded laminate cases in Figure 64.
Crack propagations for the lower bound case which considers continuous boron-epoxy
laminates and the disbonded laminate case are very slow. Traction forces due to load
transfer would tend to shift the true propagation characteristics toward the upper bound.
However, in the full-scale test no crack extension resulted from the saw cuts as shown
in Section 3.10.

Disbanding - Disbanding of the boron-epoxy laminate from the wing skin was
investigated at the termination of the laminate and to the most inboard fastener in the
laminate. Both of these disbonded conditions existed in the full-scale crack growth test.
Figure 61 shows the geometry used in the analysis for disbanding at the laminate termin-
ation. Applying Equation 3.9.4, the strain energy release rate, G = 0.00159 c?2
Joules/meter where a is measured in MN/m . Using the overly conservative material
constants as described in Section 3.9.2, the resulting growth of the disbond, Aa, for
each test spectrum load pass is 0.0005 mm.

The disbond condition for the laminate disbonded to the most inboard fastener is
shown in Figure 61 considering the reinforcing angle no longer effective. Also, for
analysis purposes, the boron-epoxy laminate bonded to the hat-section stringer crown is
4.06 mm (0. 16 in.) thick and the laminate bonded to the wing skin is 2.79 mm (0.11
in.) thick. The strain energy release rate, G = 0.000359 02 Joules/meter where a is
measured in MN/m .̂ Again, using the overly conservative material constants, the
resulting growth of the disbond, A a, for each test spectrum load pass is 0.00794 mm.
Actual disbond growth increments are expected to be less due to the better adhesive used
in assembly of the composite-reinforced wing box and the existence of mechanical fas-
teners.
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3.9.4 Residual Strength Analysis

Residual strengths are determined at the W.S. 120, 180, and 214 locations with
the assumption that the crack in the wing surface panel has progressed from spanwise
splice to spanwise splice in the chordwise direction. The highest stress for this condi-
tion is in the hat-section stringers spanning the crack. Residual strengths are calculated
for the hat-section stringers, boron-epoxy laminates, fastener bearing, and adhesive
bond strength for the boron-epoxy laminate-to-wing skin panel joints.

The ratio of stringer load after the stringer has cracked to the stringer load prior
to cracking (Ref. 10) is defined by:

L=F/(crA*ST) (Eq. 3.9.6a)

lim l=]/n (Eq. 3.9.6b)

where L = load ratio (cracked to uncracked)

F = stringer load (cracked)

a= applied stress

A*CT = modulus weighted stringer area

M = A*ST/(A*STH-A*sk|n)

A*skin = Eskin (bf)/Eref in fh?s case A*skin = bt

b = stringer spacing

t = skin thickness

Equations 3.9. 6a and 3. 9.6b were used to solve for the distribution of load into the hat-
section stringer plus laminate bonded to the crown through the flange fasteners and into
the laminate bonded to the skin through the bond using modulus weighted areas. At
W.S. 120 an additional load distribution between the forward and aft flanges was taken
into account.

That portion of the load carried by the wing skin panel before it was cracked
which is transferred to the stringer through the flange attachment fasteners after the skin
panel is cracked peaks at the fasteners) nearest the crack. The peak load was calcu-
lated using methods and data from Reference 10. In Reference 16, it was determined
that the peak load was reduced by a factor varying between two and five depending on
fastener flexibility. A factor of two was conservatively applied for definition of the
fastener bearing allowables for the tapered interference fastener system.

The load transferred to the laminate bonded to the skin is sheared into the lami-
nate over an effective length depending on bondline thickness, adherend thickness, and
bond and adherend elastic properties. This length was selected to be the laminate width
of 5.08 cm (2.0 in.) based on data from AFFDL-TR-72-64 (Ref. 17). The bond shear
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stress peaks at the crack at a magnitude of five times the average bond shear. Using a
bond yield stress of 34.4 MN/m2 (5.0 ksi) from Reference 18, the adhesive bond begins
to form a plastic zone at 6.9 MN/m^ (1.0 ksi) in the near vicinity of the skin panel
crack. Ostensibly, the plastic zone could expand to accommodate the magnitude of
load required; however, test results in Phases I and III (see Quarterly Reports *1, 2, 8
and 9) showed that this result precipitates failure. Accordingly, the bond yield is
selected as the bond allowable.

The ultimate tensile strength, F^, for the aluminum and boron-epoxy laminates
(Ref. 1), the fastener bearing allowable, and the adhesive bond yield constitute four
failure criteria. The percentage of limit load (stress) at which these allowable strengths
are reached are summarized in Table V for the three wing station locations. In addition
to the basic skin panel failed condition presented as Condition 1 in Table V, results for
two conditions involving associated (multiple) element failures are presented as Condi-
tions 2 and 3 in Table V. Condition 4 in Table V is determined on the basis of the
damage in the wing test article at the conclusion of the crack growth test (Table VI in
Section 3.10).

The critical location of the three locations analyzed considering all four condi-
tions in Table V is W. S. 120. At this location the forward flange of the hat-section
stringer cracked during the crack growth test which exceeds the failsafe requirement of
one failed primary structural element. Consequently, a repair for the stringer crack
was devised and allowables for both unrepaired and repaired conditions are presented in
Table V, Condition 4.

Finite Element Analysis - During the residual strength test both adhesive bond and fas-
tener bearing allowables were exceeded without catastrophic results, although there was
evidence of fastener bearing deformation at W. S. 120. A finite element analysis was
accomplished using an adaptation of the NASTRAN computer program to mitigate the
assumptions enumerated above for the adhesive bond and fastener allowables. The math-
ematical model used in the finite element analysis for the W.S. 120 region is described
in sub-section 3.9.2. In particular, the finite element model employed simulations of
fasteners and adhesive bonds capable of nonlinear response (Ref. 15). Using the piece-
wise linear analysis capability of the NASTRAN computer program, residual strength
results for the boron-epoxy composite laminate reinforced configuration were obtained.
Results for the residual strength of the aluminum hat-section stringer, the boron-epoxy
composite laminate, bearing of the fasteners in the stringer flange, and bond yield are
summarized in Table V and listed as "W.S. 120 F.E.M. "

The finite element analysis showed that the bond starts to deform plastically at
27 percent limit for Conditions 1, 2 and 4. At 150 percent limit load the plastic zone
had extended to 4.57 cm (1.80 in.) along the laminate, and the elements nearest the
crack had exceeded the bond ultimate shear stress. Releasing these elements to simu-
late partial disbanding did not extend the plastic zone, but lowered all bond stresses
below the ultimate shear stress. Extrapolation to complete bond failure was not possible,
and failure is shown in Table V as > 150 percent design limit load.
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TABLE V - WING TEST ARTICLE RESIDUAL STRENGTH IN PERCENT DESIGN LIMIT LOAD

Location on
Test Article (

Hat-Section
Stringer

(%)

Boron-Epoxy
Laminate

Fastener
Bearing

Adhesive ,„.
Bond
(%)

Wing Skin Panel Failed (Condition 1)

W.S. 180
W.S. 120
W.S. 120 F.E.M.
W.S. 214, Outbd.

Fastener
W.S. 214, Inbd.

Fastener

226
144
162(3)
167

169

Til
145
1 80V3)
169

170

342
93

125
198

275

88
18

>150
180

65

Wing Skin Panel Plus One Hat- Section Stringer Failed (Condition 2)

W.S. 180
W.S. 120
W.S. 120 F.E.M.
W.S, 214, Outbd.

Fastener
W.S. 214, Inbd.

Fastener

217
—

160

159

219
128
152(3)
162

160

113
54

113
165

228

74
15

>150
151

55

Wing Skin Panel Plus Boron-Epoxy Laminate Bond line Failed (Condition 3)

W.S. 180

W.S. 120

W.S. 214, Outbd.
Fastener

W.S. 214, Inbd.
Fastener

202

141

156

130

-

-

-

-

220

61

147

140

-

-

-

-

Partially Failed Wing Skin Panel, Test Conditions (Condition 4)

W.S. 180
W.S. 120 (Unrepaired)
F . E . M . ( Unrepa ired)
W.S. 120 (Repaired)
F.E.M. (Repaired)
W.S. 214

258

144(3)
162 '̂
171

-

128/OX
152(3)
145,ox
180(3)
173

750
54

113
93

125
186

-
15

>150
18

>150
91

NOTE: (1) All results presented for lower wing surface.

(2) Adhesive Bond allowable is based on a portion of bond line length being
in the plastic zone and does not necessarily indicate complete bond line
failure.

(3) Extrapolated by curve fit through data points 50 t F f 150 percent limit load
or stress.
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As noted in the beginning paragraphs of this sub-section, the assumptions used for
establishing the adhesive bond allowable included a transition length of 5.08 cm
(2.00 in.) and a peak shear stress five times the average shear stress. Furthermore, the
reason for including the allowable bond strength on the basis of bond yield is that in
tests on components having run-out joints, partial failure appeared to precipitate other
failures. The finite element model provided the necessary mechanism to perform the
nonlinear analysis and was designed to simulate the adhesive bond as closely as practi-
cal. In the near vicinity of the wing skin panel crack, a fine rectangular network of
elements having a 1.02 cm (0.40 in.) mesh size were connected with a set of rod ele-
ments capable of nonlinear response. These elements extended for a distance of 5.72
cm (2.25 in.) along the bondline and then transitioned to linear fastener elements
whose network was phased into a coarser network of elements to facilitate practical
machine run times but yet provide the necessary accuracy. Inasmuch as the assumptions
and approximations necessary for constructing and analyzing the finite element model
with reasonable economy were less restrictive than those described in earlier paragraphs
of this sub-section, the finite element analysis results agree more closely with the test
results as adhesive bond failure was not apparent upon the damaged wing test article
reaching 133 percent design limit load. Furthermore, critical crack length results com-
puted by finite element techniques are somewhat conservative as compared to test
results. The conservatism may be partially due to the modeling of the adhesive bond.
Although unsubstantiated by analysis, an increase in the adhesive bond stiffness would
increase the skin-bonded boron-epoxy laminate effectivity, and thus lower the con-
servatism in the critical stress. However, such an increase would cause a more abrupt
load transfer resulting in a shorter plastic zone in the bonded joint and, in turn, lower-
ing the bondline allowable strength. As bondline failures did not occur in the tests, it
is not justifiable to adjust the bond stiffness in the analysis.

As described in the third paragraph of this sub-section, the first fastener load re-
duction factor was selected to be two based on the joint having tapered interference
fasteners. In the finite element model, rod elements having nonlinear response capa-
bility were used to model the fasteners spaced at 5.72 cm (2.25 in.) along the hat-
section stringer, transitioning to linear fastener elements and finally to a single row of
fasteners to maintain the number of elements to a minimum. The fastener load-deflection
characteristics were extrapolated from test data on similar tapered interference fastener
installations for use in the finite element analysis. As described above, the distribution
of the load transferred between the forward and aft flanges of the stringers is important
at this location because of the stringer-skin pane! geometry and the wing spanwise
splice. As for the adhesive bond, the finite element results for fastener bearing strengths
agree more closely with the test results as shown on Table V for Conditions 1, 2 and 4,
However, in the last static test on the wing test article, the 125 percent limit bearing
allowable for the fasteners in the splice joints was exceeded upon application of 133
percent limit design load without catastrophic results.
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3.10 CRACK GROWTH TEST

A crack growth test was conducted on the fatigue test article after completing the
second upbending proof load test. The fatigue test article was intentionally damaged
at twelve locations with ten locations in the lower surface and two locations in the
upper surface. The damaged areas for both wing surfaces are depicted in Figure 65 and
a detailed description of each area follows.

Wing Station 214 (Left, Upper and Lower Surfaces): At approximately W.S. 214 Left,
fasteners through the wing surface panels and terminal ends of two boron-epoxy lami-
nates were removed. Also, the adhesive bond lines attaching the laminates to wing
surface panels were disbanded from the ends of the laminates to the most inboard
fasteners. Corner notches, approximately 2.54 mm (0.10 in.)xwere machined in the
wing surface panel fastener holes at the most outboard fastener locations. Diametrically

opposite notches were machined in each surface panel hole and were oriented in the
wing chordwise direction. None of the fasteners removed were reinstalled. One
fastener hole in the lower surface panel at stringer 19 was notched, and two holes in
the upper surface panel at stringer 5 were notched. Figure 66 shows the damaged area
in the lower surface panel and Figure 67 shows the damaged area in the upper surface
panel. The following procedure was employed in inducing damage described above.

• Removed all fasteners except the most inboard ones by drilling

• Counterbored the open holes to a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) diameter through the
aluminum wing surface panels to the adhesive bond line

• Bored additional holes 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) in diameter down to the adhesive
bond line to use in disbanding the laminate from the surface panels. These
additional holes are identified in Figures 66 and 67.

• Disbonded the boron-epoxy laminates from the wing surface panels by driving
a 9.53-mm (3/8-in.) diameter pin against the laminates. Disbanding was
initiated at the outboard holes with progression in an inboard direction.

• Verified disbanding by contact ultrasonic techniques

• Machined and sharpened notches in outboard fastener holes

• Removed most inboard fasteners by drilling

Prior to inducing the disbands in the test article, the disbanding procedure described
above was evaluated on scrapped boron-epoxy laminate reinforced assemblies.

Wing Station 214 (Right, Upper Surface): Artificial damage was accomplished at this
location as described above for W.S. 214 Left. However, artificial damage on the
right wing location was less severe as only the most outboard fastener holes were in-
volved. The most outboard fasteners were removed by drilling, and 2.54-mm (0.10 in.)
corner notches were machined in the holes in the aluminum wing surface panels as accom-
plished at W.S. 214 Left. No disbanding of the adhesive bondline was performed and the
remaining fasteners were not disturbed. Figures 68 and 69 show the notched fastener holes
having no natural crack growth and prior to installation of blind type fasteners.
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FIGURE 66 - DAMAGE IN LOWER SURFACE AT APPROXIMATE
W.S. 214L. CIRCLED HOLE HAS NOTCHES.
ARROWS POINT TO HOLES BORED IN SKIN TO
FACILITATE DISBONDING.

FIGURE 67- DAMAGE IN UPPER SURFACE AT APPROXIMATE
W.S. 214L. CIRCLED HOLES HAVE NOTCHES.
ARROWS POINT TO HOLES BORED IN SKIN TO
FACILITATE DISBONDING.
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FIGURE 68 - DAMAGE IN LOWER SURFACE AT APPROXIMATE
W.S. 214R. CIRCLED HOLE HAS NOTCHES.

FIGURE 69 - DAMAGE IN UPPER SURFACE AT APPROXIMATE
W.S. 214R. CIRCLED HOLES HAVE NOTCHES.
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Wing Station 120 (Right and Left, Lower Surface): Sharpened saw cuts were made in
the wing lower surface through the access door flanges at W.S. 120 Right and Left
locations. The saw cuts were made in the aft edge of the access door flange in a wing
chordwise direction. The sharpened saw cut extended approximately 2.54 mm (0.10-in.)
beyond the access door flange. Figure 70 typifies the saw cuts made in both right and
left access door locations.

Wing Station 180 (Left and Right, Lower Surface): Chordwise oriented sharpened saw
cuts were made in the aluminum lower surface panel at W.S. 180 left and right locations.
The saw cuts were approximately 2.54-cm(one-inch) in length and extended across the
uninterrupted distance between stringers 17 and 18. Figure 71 shows the artificial
damaged area typifying both locations. The small hole shown at the center of the saw
cut was necessary for introduction of the saw blade.

Wing Station 110 (Lower Surface): Several boron-epoxy laminates and associated
stringers terminate at approximately W.S. 110, left and right, because of the access
doors centered at W.S. 120, left and right. The following artificial damages were
accomplished at W.S. 110 on left and right sides of wing test article.

1. The adhesive bond line of boron-epoxy laminate-to-wing surface panel at Stringer 19
was disbanded from the termination of the boron-epoxy laminate to the first fastener. The
disbond was approximately 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) in length and was accomplished at both
W.S. 110 left and right. Since the boron-epoxy laminate terminations were accessible
from the interior of the wing test article, disbanding was accomplished by prying the
terminal end of the boron-epoxy laminate. Ultrasonic inspection of the disbonded area
was performed to confirm the disbonded area.

2. Similarly, the boron-epoxy laminate beneath stringer 17 at W.S. 110 was disbonded
as was the laminate at Stringer 19. The terminal end of this laminate was disbonded to the
first fastener followed by removal of all fasteners in the termination area of the laminate.
Artificial damage was accomplished at W.S. 110 left and right sides of the wing test
article.

After producing the artificial damage, local polishing was performed at the notched
areas to enhance optical detection of fatigue crack initiation. Fatigue cycling of the
test article was then resumed using the same loads spectrum applied during the previous
four simulated lifetimes. During cycling, the notched areas were periodically inspected
to detect initiation of a natural fatigue crack. Once crack initiation was detected,
the corresponding point in cycling history was recorded along with crack length. Similar
recordings were then made periodically as cycling was continued.

The 41st fatigue load pass was initiated with the application of the Gust 1.1 load
condition and concluded with the ground-air-ground (G-A-G) 6 load condition. During
this pass, natural cracks were initiated at artificially damaged areas in the lower wing
surface at W.S. 120, left and right, and W.S. 180, left and right. Upon completion
of the 41st load pass, the fatigue test article was visually and ultrasonically inspected.
No defects were visually detected other than the natural crack extensions at W.S. 120
and W.S. 180. The disbands in the artificially damaged areas were ultrasonically
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FIGURE 70 - CUT BESIDE LOWER SURFACE ACCESS DOOR
TYPICAL FOR W.S. 120 R AND L.

o e c c

FIGURE 71 - CUT IN LOWER SURFACE WING PLANK
TYPICAL FOR W.S. 180 R AND L
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inspected for propagation and none was detected. The crack growth test was continued
with conducting the 42nd load pass. The 42nd load pass was initiated with the G-A-G 6
load condition and concluded with the Gust 1.1 load condition. After completing the
42nd load pass, the fatigue test article was visually and ultrasonically inspected. The
boron-epoxy laminate-to-wing surface plank bondlines were ultrasonically inspected
for disbands. No growths in intentionally disbanded areas or new disbonds were detected.
The major crack growths occurred at the W.S. 120 access doors and W.S. 180, left and
right, in the lower wing surface plank. No crack growths occurred at the other artifici-
ally damaged areas and no new cracks were detected. Cyclic loading of the fatigue
test article was continued into the 43rd load pass for approximately 30 percent comple-
tion of the pass at which time cracks were detected in the hat-section Stringer 20 flanges
attached to the wing surface plank at W.S. 120, left and right. Both cracks were oriented
in a fore and aft (chordwise) direction as were the cracks in the wing surface plank. Also,
both cracks were located in the stringer flange mechanically fastened to the wing surface
plank that is nearer to the access door. The length of the crack in the stringer flange
at W.S. 120 left was 3.94 cm (1.55 in.) and the crack in the stringer flange at W.S. 120
right was 1 .91 cm (0.75 in.) in length.

The crack growth test was continued until approximately 90 percent of the 43rd
load pass was completed. All of the test load conditions in the pass were completed
except the G-A-G load cycles. The test was suspended because the cracks in the hat-
section stringer and wing surface plank at W.S. 120, left and right, had propagated to
the point at which crack initiation in the adjacent wing surface plank was probable.
Upon suspension of cyclic loading, the crack in Stringer 20 at W.S. 120 left had pro-
pagated across the total length of the flange attached to the wing surface plank and
along the vertical leg for a distance of 2.74 cm (1.08 in.). Also, the crack in Stringer 20
at W.S. 120 right had completely traversed the stringer flange attached to the wing
surface plank and extended into the vertical leg for a length of 2.16 cm (0.85 in.) The
cracks in the wing surface plank at W.S. 120, left and right, had propagated across
approximately two-thirds of the width of the boron-epoxy laminate-to-wing surface
plank bond line.

A summary of crack length measurements for both upper and lower wing surface
planks is presented in Table VI. The crack lengths in this table are the sum of the
artificial damage lengths plus the fatigue crack lengths. As shown in the table, natural
crack growths occurred only in the lower surface wing plank at W.S. 120 and W.S. 180.
The highest growth rate occurred at W.S. 120, left and right, and the growth histories
are charted on Figures 72 and 73, respectively.
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VS 120L

Boron-Epoxy
Laminate

NOTE: All dimensions are in centimeters.

FIGURE 72 - CRACK GROWTH HISTORY IN LOWER WING
SURFACE PLANK AT W.S. 120 LEFT
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WS 120R

Poron Epoxy
Laminate

NOTE: All dimensions are in centimeters.

FIGURE 73 - CRACK GROWTH HISTORY IN LOWER WING
SURFACE PLANK AT W.S. 120 RIGHT
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3.11 RESIDUAL STRENGTH TESTS

Upon suspension of the crack growth test, a limit load upbending test was conducted
on the fatigue test article. This test was conducted in a similar manner to previous up-
bending proof load tests. Prior to conducting the limit load upbending test, the cracked
hat-section stringer at Wing Station 120, left and right, was repaired by adding a por-
tion of a hat-section stringer to the damaged area. Each repair member was 28.96 cm (11.4
inches) in length and was attached to the cracked stiffener as shown in Figure 74. A
filler shim was required to be located between the oblique leg of the repair member and
the oblique leg of the cracked stringer. Necessary tapered interference fasteners in
the stringer flange-to-wing skin plank were removed and replaced by tapered interference
fasteners installed in the original members plus the repair member flange. Also, two
rows of blind Jo-bolts were installed in the vertical and oblique legs of the repair
member and the cracked hat-section stringer.

Five axial strain gages and three crack wire installations were added to the existing
instrumentation for adequately monitoring the strain conditions in the artificially-
damaged areas at Wing Station 120 and 214 of the fatigue test article. The purpose of
the crack wires was to monitor crack tip extension. Upon the crack extending beneath
the wire, the opening of the crack would cause the wire to break and a signal (light) is
transmitted to the control panel signifying that the crack tip has reached that location.

One of the five additional axial strain gages was located on the crown of the
cracked hat-section Stringer 20 at Wing Station 120.5. A second axial strain gage
was located on the crown of the cracked hat-section Stringer at Wing Station 115.0.
These strain gage locations were selected for assessment of strains in the near vicinity
of the Stringer 20 cracks. The third axial strain gage was located on the exterior sur-
face of the wing skin plank adjacent to the cracked wing skin plank at Wing Station 120.
This strain gage was located forward of the thickness taper of the wing skin plank and
at the centerline of Stringer 21. The remaining two axial strain gages were located on
the exterior surface of the wing skin plank at Wing Station 214. One of those two
strain gages was located on the centerline of Stringer 20 and the other strain gage was
located on the centerline of Stringer 19.

Two of the three crack wire installations were located on the exterior surface of
the wing in the region of Wing Station 120, and the third crack wire installation was
located on the exterior surface of the wing in the region of Wing Station 214. At Wing
Station 120, one of the crack wire installations was bonded to the wing skin plank for
a length of 5.08 cm (2.0 in.) in the spanwise direction and located directly in front of the
crack tip halfway between the crack tip and the nearest edge of the spanwise splice.
The second crack wire installation at Wing Station 120 was bonded at the same spanwise
location as the first installation but on the adjacent wing skin plank between the visible
edge of the spanwise splice and the nearest row of fasteners attaching Stringer 21 to the
wing skin plank. The crack wire installation at Wing Station 214 was located in the
spanwise direction and the bonded area extended from the end of the fatigue test article
at Wing Station 220 to a distance 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) inboard of the most inboard fastener in
the boron-epoxy laminate runout area of Stringer 19.
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SECTION A-A

FIGURE 74 - REPAIR FOR HAT-SECTION STRINGER AT W.S. 120
IN FATIGUE TEST ARTICLE
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During the test, strain data were recorded with existing and the five additional
strain gages. Differentials in strain readings taken in this test like those in previous
upbending tests were within the normal scatter for the measurements. Also, the damaged
areas in the Wing Station 120 region were continuously scanned by closed circuit video.
Upon completion of the limit load upbending test, the fatigue test article was visually
inspected and no additional damage was detected.

An additional upbending test was conducted on the fatigue test article after removal
of the repair members from the Wing Station 120 areas, left and right. After removing
the repair members, the double row of tapered interference fasteners joining the flange
of the cracked hat-section stringer and wing skin plank were replaced. Prior to conduct-
ing this test, two 16-mm movie cameras were installed at the two Wing Station 120 loca-
tions to cover those areas during the latter portion of the test. During this test, strain
data were recorded as in the previous tests. Differentials in strain readings taken in this
test were within the normal scatter for measurements up to 100 percent design limit load,,
In the range of 100 to 120 percent design limit load, two clearly distinguishable audible
sounds were heard. The two strain gages located on the crown of hat-section Stringer 20
above the crack in the stringer showed nonlinearities (strain versus applied load) at 110
percent design limit load indicating load redistribution in that area. The test continued
until 133 percent of design limit load was attained at which time one of the hydraulic
jack actuators in the shear loading system reached its total stroke and the test was sus-
pended. During the test, the cracks in the wing skin plank at Wing Station 120, left and
right, propagated to the edge of the closest spanwise skin splice and extended beneath
the external splice strap. Also, the local exterior surface areas around several fasteners
in the spanwise wing skin plank splice located near the crack tips showed discolorations
in the surface finish. These discolorations indicated the occurrence of large strains
which may have further indicated plastic deformations around the fasteners.

Upon suspension of this test, the fatigue test article was visually and ultrasonically
inspected. During the visual inspection, it was discovered that the heads of two 2.54-cm
(1.0-in.) steel bolts in the shear loading fixture had failed. Thus, it was concluded that
the source of the two audible noise reports that occurred during the test was the failure of
the bolts. The ultrasonic inspection of the bond lines in the fatigue test article did not
reveal any additional disbonds nor any propagation in any of the previously known dis-
bonds.
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3.12 VERIFICATION OF DISBONDS IN THE FATIGUE TEST ARTICLE

After the first proof load test, disbands were detected in the boron-epoxy
laminate-to-upper wing surface plank bondline in the vicinity of W. S. 20 location. It
is noted that a repair was accomplished on this bondline in the same general area during
subassembly. The repair consisted of installing mechanical fasteners in the boron-epoxy
laminate-to-wing surface plank bonded joint. Several ultrasonic inspections of the area
in which the disbonds were detected performed after subsequent tests did not reveal any
propagations in the disbonds.

Upon completion of the last static test on the fatigue test article, verification of
the disbonds was accomplished after removal of the section of the wing upper surface
containing the disbonds. Both contact and immersion ultrasonic inspections were con-
ducted on the section of the wing upper surface that was removed. These inspections
confirmed the disbonds that were detected previously. Then, the wing surface plank-to-
laminate bondline containing the disbonds was physically separated. The separation
revealed a section of polyethylene protective liner for the adhesive approximately
twenty-four inches in length. The polyethylene liner had been inadvertently left in the
bondline during assembly. Figure 75 shows the bondline after separation including the
extremities of the polyethylene liner. It is noted that the liner extended into the repaired
area of the bondline which is identified by the fastener hole locations on Figure 75.
Separation of the bondline over the area containing the polyehtylene liner showed a
total disband of the adhesive to the boron-epoxy laminate. Contact ultrasonics did not
reveal the disbanded area during the inspection conducted immediately after the bond-
line was cured because the laminate was pressed sufficiently tight against the polyethyl-
ene liner to allow transmission of the ultrasonic wave through the bondline. (Note: The
ultrasonic inspection technique does not discriminate a weak bond from a strong bond.
It only establishes that a bond does or does not exist.) After the application of the first
proof load to the center wing test article, the condition between the boron-epoxy lam-
inate and the polyethylene liner changed sufficiently to prevent ultrasonic transmission
during subsequent inspections which indicated the presence of disbonds.
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FIGURE 75 - BONDLINE AREA CONTAINING POLYETHYLENE
PROTECTIVE LINER FOR ADHESIVE
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4.0 PROGRAM SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

4.1 FIRST ARTICLE CONFIGURATION INSPECTION

The First Article Configuration Inspection (FACI) was conducted on the two
composite-reinforced center wings that are being evaluated on Air Force C-130 opera-
tional aircraft at the Lockheed-Georgia Company. Attendees included representation
from NASA-Lang ley, United States Air Force, and Lockheed. Although this program
was not conducted under overall AFSCM-375 requirements, the FACI served as a
convenient vehicle for verying the acceptability of the two wing units. The following
areas that were verified with summary remarks and disposition at the time of FACI are
listed in Table VII.

TABLE VII - FIRST ARTICLE CONFIGURATION INSPECTION RECORD

Area Being Verified

1 . End Item Specification
vs.

Hardware

2. Engineering Drawings
vs.

Hardware

3. Test Procedures
vs.

Test Results

4. Engineering Release
System and Change
Control Procedures

5. Review of DD Form 250

6. Deviations

Summary Remarks
(Constraints)

Acceptable

Acceptable

Proof Load Tests &
Ground Vibration
Tests have not been
completed

Acceptable

N/ A per contract
schedule, Part VII

None

Disposition

Closed

Closed

Satisfactory Completion of
the tests will constitute
closure of FACI

C losed

C losed

C losed

Subsequent to the FACI, Item 3 in the above table was satisfactorily completed with
submittal of proof load test and ground vibration test data that had been approved by the
cognizant representive of Air Force Plant Representative's Office (APPRO).
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4.2 SPARE C-130 PRODUCTION CENTER WINGS

Although no flight service problems are expected to occur with the composite-
reinforced wing boxes, two all-metal production center wings were fabricated and are
stored at Lockheed for replacement of the composite-reinforced wing boxes if required.
One of the completed spare center wing boxes is shown in Figure 76. At the direction
of the Air Force, trailing edges were omitted from the spare wing box assemblies to
facilitate storage and shipment, if required. Also, fuselage attachment and shear
panels were not drilled to minimize fit-up difficulties should the spares be required.

FIGURE 76 - SPARE CENTER WING BOX FOR C-130
AF73-01592 (LAC 4557)

4.3 DOCUMENTARY FILM ON PROGRAM

A documentary film covering all phases of the program was produced. During the
course of the program, significant developments were photographed. The film script
was prepared, reviewed by NASA-Langley personnel, and then finalized with incorpo-
ration of requested changes. After cutting the film to correspond to the script and pro-
ducing the sound track, it was reviewed at the interlock stage of production with NASA-
Langley personnel. Several changes were incorporated and final film prints were produced
and forwarded to NASA-Langley.
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4.4 MANUFACTURING RELIABILITY OF THE
COMPOSITE-REINFORCED CENTER WING

The objective of this analysis is to determine a lower bound manufacturing relia-
bility of the boron-epoxy laminate-to-metal structure adhesive bondlines in the C-130
center wing box assembly. Reliability analyses were accomplished at two points in the
development/life cycle of the center wing box assembly. They occur at the completion
of fabrication of the center wing box and at delivery of a C-130 aircraft possessing a
composite-reinforced center wing» The derivation of the mathematical relationships
used in the analysis is presented in Appendix B. The development of the mathematical
relationships included in Appendix B is based on the approach presented in Reference 19.

It is noted that the metallic components in the composite-reinforced center wing
structure were manufactured in accordance with the same procedures and material alloys
used in the production of all-metal center wing boxes. The Phase II analyses reported in
Reference 2 showed that the metallic components in the composite-reinforced center
wing box are not subjected to environments or stresses that are more severe than the com-
parable metallic components in the all-metal center wings. Thus, the reliability of the
metallic components in the composite-reinforced center wing boxes is at least that of the
all-metal center wing. The principal elements of composite-reinforced center wing box
from the aspect of structural reliability are the adhesive bonds that join the boron-epoxy
laminates to the metallic structure. Therefore, the adhesive bonds received the major
emphasis in determination of the reliability of the composite-reinforced center wing.

In this analysis, reliability of the bondline is defined as the probability that no
individual void or disbond larger than 0.323 crrr (0.050 in. 2) in area is present and
undetected in the bondlines of the center wing box. This disbanded area represents a
threshold type of size because disbands equal to or greater in area are likely to be
detected as discussed in the following paragraph on Inspection Reliability. Furthermore,
voids or disbonds of this size or less are not expected to degrade structural integrity.
Also, prediction of structural reliability on voids or disbonds this small is conservative
as shown by the residual strength and disbond analysis presented in Section 3.9 and the
center wing test results contained in Sections 3.10 and 3.11. In that analysis, the dis-
bond is assumed to completely span the laminate-to-skin panel bondline width of 5.08
cm (2.00 in.). The disbond length would have to be Oo0636 cm (0.0250 in.) for an
area of 0.323 cnrr (0.050 in.2). The tendency to propagate the disbond is measured by
the strain energy release rate which is independent of the disbond length. One disbond
much longer than 0.0636 cm (0.250 in.) did not propagate during the fatigue and static
tests of the wing test article. If by some mechanism the disbond were to become very
lengthy, the load sustaining capacity of the center wing box could be reduced if the
disbond was in the compression loaded surface of the center wing. The reduction could
result from the tendency of the boron-epoxy laminate to buckle away from the metallic
component. However, a design criterion adhered to during the design phase of the pro-
gram (Phase II) was that all boron-epoxy laminates could become disbonded and the
remaining metallic structure would satisfy failsafe requirements. Therefore, disbanding
and buckling of one boron-epoxy laminate would have negligible effects on structural
integrity of the composite-reinforced center wing box. This conclusion was demonstrated
in the upbending proof tests described in Sections 3.5 and 3.11. Consequently, the
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selection of a disbond area of 0.323 cm (0.050 in. ) provides a confident base for use
in determining the fabrication and inspection reliabilities without compromising the
structural integrity of the composite-reinforced center wing.

Major parameters that affect bondline reliability during fabrication are disbond
occurrence rate and inspection reliability. Extreme lower and upper bounds of these
major parameters are used in the analysis to gain a practical degree of confidence that
the actual reliability would lie within the resulting intervals. The analysis assumes that
the disbands that occur during fabrication and installation are random in nature. For
analysis purposes, it is assumed that the distribution of the disbonds occurs in accordance
with a Poisson density process and/or the exponential density function as appropriate.
The effects of aging and other in-service environmental conditions on bondline integrity
are not conclusively known at this time, and results from the three-year in-service eval-
uation program should provide better insight into bondline reliability.

The following sub-sections describe the data input, analysis considerations, and
determination of bondline reliability during manufacture of the composite-reinforced
center wing box. It is noted that the terms "voids" and "disbonds" are used inter-
changeably throughout the analysis.

4.4.1 Data Input and Analysis Considerations

Fabrication Disbond Occurrence Rate - The following data on the adhesive bond-
lines in the composite-reinforced center wings were generated during fabrication of the
three C-130 center wings:

Voids Void Rate Per
Production Data Detected Bonded Area m (ft. )

Static/Fatigue Test Article 64 15.61m2 4.1000
(168.00ft.2) (0.3810)

Flight Article #1 (C-130 AF73-01 592) 57 15.61m2 3.6515
(168.00ft.2) (0.3393)

Flight Articled (C-130 AF73-01 594) 17 15.61m2 1.0890
(168.00ft.2) (0.1012)

The above data shows a downward trend in the occurrence of number of voids and/or dis
bonds per center wing assembly as a function of the production sequence. These data
suggest that the number of voids and/or disbonds occurring during fabrication of each
succeeding center wing box assembly will decrease in accordance with an exponential
function of the following form:

Voids/Assembly = Be
M(Producfion Seq"ence Number)

where B and M are empirical constants and e = 2.71828, the Naperian logarithmic base.
Applying the above data in determination of B and M using the least squares curve fitting
technique, the following relationship results:
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Voids/Assembly = 149 e'*662^Production Sequence Number)

In accordance with the above relationship, the fabrication void occurrence rate is less
than one void per assembly by the time that the eighth production unit is assembled.
Therefore, it is conservative to assume that the void rate occurring in a C-130
composite-reinforced center wing production program would not exceed an average of
five voids per assembly. In fact, the void rate could be as low as 0.01 over a large
production contract. Thus, a steady state fabrication void occurrence rate in the center
wing box assembly, LS, is reasonably certain to fall within the interval, (0.01, 5.0).

In-Service Disbond Occurrence Rate - The in-service disbond occurrence rate for
the composite-re in forced center wing assembly is relatively small number based on
available data. An equivalent of four lifetimes of fatigue loadings, representing
40,000 flight hours, were applied to the center wing fatigue test article and no addi-
tional disbands exceeding specification limits were detected. Also, approximately 2600
flight hours had been accumulated at the end of July, 1976, on the two composite-
reinforced center wing boxes installed on operational C-130 aircraft. Inspections on
these wing boxes have not revealed any disbands that exceeded specification limits.
For analysis purposes, it is conservatively assumed that one disbond which exceeded
specification limits occurred immediately after completing the fatigue test and flight
evaluation period ending July, 1976. The application of these statistics and assumptions
with associated Chi Square, X , confidence interval techniques provide a 90 percent
probability that the in-service disbond rate, LjS, per center wing box assembly is
bounded by the following inequality:

.0012/103 hrs < L S < . 0703/103 hrs
= s =

Fabrication Reliability - The probability of fabricating an adhesive bonded struc-
ture without having any voids that exceed the specification limits is a function of the
average void rate, LS. As previously concluded, LS will probably be in the interval,
(0.01, 5.0). Adapting Equation (24) of Appendix B for this LS interval, the probability
(reliability) is determined to fall in the range (0.006738, 0.990050). This is a wide
range of probabilities and the interpretation of the higher extreme of this range is simply
that, if the fabrication void occurrence rate is as low as 0.01 per center wing box
assembly, there is approximately 99 percent probability that a randomly selected center
wing assembly will not contain any voids upon completion of fabrication. For the lower
extreme, the average void occurrence rate is taken as high as 5 which results in a very
low probability that a randomly selected center wing box assembly will not contain
voids in the bondlines.

After ultrasonic inspection of the bondlines, the reliability is increased signifi-
cantly as there is the probability that no disbands remain undetected that exceed speci-
fication limits. If, during an inspection, disbands were detected that exceeded speci-
fication limits, it was assumed that they were adequately repaired. The post-fabrication
bondline reliability after an inspection of the bondlines is given by Equation (24) of
Appendix B. Reliabilities after inspection are presented below for the assumed extremes
of fabrication void occurrence rates and ultrasonic inspection reliabilities of 90 and 95
percent.
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Fabrication Ultrasonic Inspection Bondline Reliability After Fabrication
Void Rate, IS Reliability, R Inspection, Percent

0.01 0.95 99.9500
0.01 0.90 99.9000
5,0 0.95 77.8801
5.0 Oo90 60.6531

As shown above, the worst condition results in a 61 percent probability that the
bonded center wing box assembly contains no voids and/or disbands that exceed the
specification limit of 0.323 cm^ (0.050 in. ) in area.

Inspection Reliability - The reliability of the inspection process is defined as the
probability of detecting a void or disbond in the laminate-to-metal structure bondlines
that is equal to or greater than 0.323 cm^ (0.05 in. ) in area,, This void area is the
greatest area allowed by specification requirements that does not require repair. Ultra-
sonic inspection equipment is calibrated using a quality standard containing the maxi-
mum allowed defects by the specification prior to each inspection. Use of the calibrated
ultrasonic inspection equipment by experienced operators will result in estimated relia-
bilities ranging from 90 to 99 percent. Confirmation of these estimated reliabilities can
be established only by a reliability inspection program on the composite-reinforced
center wing box. However, the computation of the inspection reliability will depend
on the required confidence limits placed on the probability of detection of voids in the
bondlines. For example, assuming a confidence interval of 95 percent, the reliability
may be 90 percent and for a 50 percent confidence interval, the reliability may
approach 99 percent. For this analysis, it is assumed that the inspection reliability will
lie in the (0.90, 0.95) interval.

4.4.2 Determination of Wing Box Reliabilities

Bondline reliabilities in the composite-reinforced center wing box were determined
using the approach presented in Appendix B, and the data input and analysis considera-
tions in the preceding paragraphs. Reliability is determined at point of aircraft delivery,,

Reliability at the Point of Delivery - There was no evidence that there were addi-
tional disbands introduced into bondlines of the center wing box assemblies during
installation in the two C-130 aircraft. However, it is conservatively assumed that in
production the installation operation will introduce disbonds at a maximum rate equiva-
lent to 100 hours of aircraft in-service flight time. Applying this assumption, the relia-
bility of the structure after the inspection at the point of delivery is given by the
following adaptation of Equation (24) of Appendix B:

-(LS(1 -R) + LSST)(1 -R)
R d = e

The additional terms in the exponent of the above equation result from the foregoing
assumptions including the assumption that each composite-reinforced center wing box has
been inspected twice. Bondline reliabilities are computed at the point of delivery of
the aircraft for the best and worst conditions assuming a fabrication void occurrence rate
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range of 0.01 to 5.0 and an inspection reliability interval of 0.90 to 0=95. A list of
the calculated bondline reliabilities at the point of delivery for the best and worst
conditions is given below.

In-Service Disbond Bondline Reliability After
Fabrication Rate, LSS Inspection Delivery Inspection,

Void Rate, LS Per 1000 Hrs. Reliability, R Percent

0.01 0.0012 0.95 (best) 99.9969
0.01 0.0012 0.90 99.9888
0.01 0.0703 0.95 99.9624
0.01 0.0703 0.90 99.9197
5.0 0.0012 0.95 98.7572
5.0 0.0012 0.90 95.1218
5.0 Oo0703 0.95 98.7572
5.0 0.0703 0.90 (worst) 95.1218

The above data shows that even for the worst condition considered, the composite-
reinforced center wing box at the point of delivery has at least a 95 percent probability
of being free of bondline voids.

4.4.3 Conclusions Drawn from the Reliability Analysis

The following conclusions are drawn from the foregoing analysis.

1. The technology used in the program produces a bonded structure that has relia-
bility (probability of no undetected disbonds) of at least 95 percent at the point of
delivery as an installed unit in a C-130 aircraft.

2. Random introduction of disbonds in the bondlines of the center wing box is likely
to be very small. This conclusion is based on exceedingly low rate of disbonds (none
detected) developed from four lifetimes of fatigue testing and limited flight history on
two center wings. The rate of disbonds per 1000 flight hours has a high probability of
lying in the interval (0.0012, 0.0703).

3. The ultrasonic inspection procedure is an effective method for increasing and
maintaining the reliability of the bonded structure (assuming adequate repair of identical
disbonds). The ultrasonic inspection equipment will not necessarily detect tight disbonds
in bondlines. A quality bond may be indicated if the disbond is sufficiently tight to
allow transmission of the ultrasonic wave through the bondline. One such case occurred
in a bondline in the fatigue test article.

4. The learning curve extrapolated from the fabrication of three composite-reinforced
center wing boxes is given in paragraph 4.4.1. Using that relationship, it is concluded
that the occurrence of disbonds during fabrication would average less than one per
center wing box assembly very early in a production program.
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5.0 NASA-LANGLEY STRAIN LEVELS EXCEEDANCE COUNTERS

Strain level exceedance counters that were developed by the Lang ley Research
Center of NASA were installed on the composite-reinforced center wing box that was
fatigue tested and the two composite-reinforced center wings that are being flight-
service evaluated. The strain level exceedance data collected from the instruments
are being used for comparing the cyclic strain spectra encountered during the flight-
service program to the cyclic spectrum applied in the fatigue test. Documenting the
flight service loading and the test loading will aid in drawing conclusions related to
the performance of the boron-reinforced wing structure during the flight-service program.

5.1 DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF STRAIN LEVEL
EXCEEDANCE COUNTERS

The strain level exceedance counter is a rectangular-shaped instrument (15.2 cm x
20.3 cm x 5.1 cm) and weighs 1.36 kilograms. These electronic instruments use strain
gages in conjunction with a 28-volt direct current power source to continuously monitor
the strain history on the structure where the strain gage is located. The number of times
the measured strain exceeds the pre-selected strain levels is recorded in the counter
electromechanical|y. A photograph of a strain exceedance counter is shown in Figure 77.
In operation, once the strain exceeds the preset value for a particular counter, the
counter will increment. Also, the strain must then decrease below a reset value and
then increase to at least the preset value before the counter will increment again. This
feature prevents small oscillations around the preset strain value from incrementing the
counter. A more detailed description of the strain counting system is contained in
NASA TN D-5944.

5.2 STRAIN COUNTERS ON THE FATIGUE TEST ARTICLE

Two strain level exceedance counting systems were installed on the fatigue test
article during the inspection period following one lifetime of fatigue testing. The
systems were functionally identical with each using an electrical resistance-type strain
gage sensor, microelectronic and discrete solid-state circuits for signal processing, and
electromechanical counters for data storage. Each system had four electromechanical
counters, one for each of the four different preset strain levels.

Strain gages were installed at three different locations inside of the test article.
Installations were accomplished on each of the crowns of the lower surface hat-section
stringers designated 21, 22 and 23 at W.S. 0. The strain gage installations are shown
on Figure 78. For each active strain gage, three additional gages were installed on a
separate 7075-T6 aluminum alloy plate to complete the bridge. This aluminum plate
was attached to the lower surface stringers so as to experience the same temperature
environment as the stringer crowns but not develop any strain. The four gages at each
location were then wired into a full bridge arrangement as illustrated in Figure 79.
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FIGURE 77 - NASA-LANGLEY STRAIN LEVEL EXCEEDANCE COUNTER

FIGURE 78 - GAGE INSTALLATIONS FOR TEST ARTICLE STRAIN COUNTERS
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FIGURE 79 - SCHEMATIC OF STRAIN COUNTER SYSTEM

Two of the bridges were connected to strain counters furnished by NASA-Lang ley. The
third bridge served as a spare for the other two bridges in the event that either became
inoperative. The spare bridge with the active gage was on stringer 21 at W.S. 0. The
strain counter units were mounted on the side of a console in the control room and are
shown in Figure 80.

FIGURE 80 - STRAIN COUNTERS FOR TEST ARTICLE
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After installation, NASA-Lang ley personnel made final adjustments to set each
counter to the desired count and reset microstrain levels. When final adjustments had
been completed, 14 cycles of the GUST 1.1 loading in Pass 11 had been applied. Basic
counter readings were taken at that time in the fatigue test. Strain counter readings
were taken at frequent intervals and recorded for the duration of the fatigue test. All
of these counter readings were transmitted to NASA-Langley for use in comparison with
similar measurements taken in the flight-service program.

5.3 STRAIN COUNTERS ON THE C-130 CENTER WINGS
BEING FLIGHT EVALUATED

Similar strain level exceedance counter systems were installed on the two C-130
aircraft which had the composite-reinforced center wings as that installed on the test
article. The counter systems were installed on C-130 AF73-01592 (LAC 4557) and
C-130 AF73-01594 (LAC 4563). Production drawings for the strain counter systems
were prepared, serialized, and released for providing the proper installation and air-
craft configuration control. The installation in the composite-reinforced center wing
of C-130 AF73-01592 is shown in Figure 81. The strain counter installation is shown
in Figure 82 which is inside of the aircraft fuselage on the right side of the cabin
immediately forward of the main landing gear pod.

FIGURE 81 - STRAIN GAGE INSTALLATIONS ON C-130
AF73-01592 (LAC 4557)
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FIGURE 82 - STRAIN COUNTER INSTALLATION ON C-130
AF73-01592 (LAC 4557)
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6.0 SERVICE EVALUATION OF THE COMPOSITE -
REINFORCED CENTER WINGS

Upon completion of the flight acceptance tests, both of the C-130 aircraft,
AF73-01592 and AF73-01594, with the composite-reinforced center wing boxes were
delivered to the Air Force. Both aircraft were flown to the Little Rock Air Force Base,
Jacksonville, Arkansas, where they are currently being used in basic and proficiency
training including cargo airlift missions. This is the regular assignment for the opera-
tional command which includes rotation of aircraft to other widely dispersed bases.

During Phase V, inspections of the composite-reinforced center wing boxes will
be conducted at the aircraft's home station over the flight service monitoring period
of approximately three years by highly-qualified Lockheed personnel. A comprehen-
sive ultrasonic inspection procedure has been assembled for field inspection of the
boron-epoxy laminates and the laminate-to-metal adhesive bond lines in the center wing
boxes. This written procedure includes the ultrasonic calibration procedure, illustra-
tions of the wing areas to be inspected, part or assembly preparation, and equipment.
The book form procedure is carried by the Lockheed inspectors in the field. The portable
ultrasonic inspection equipment that is being used is illustrated in Figure 83.

FIGURE 83 - PORTABLE ULTRASONIC INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Initial plans were for the center wing box inspections to coincide with Air Force
regularly-scheduled aircraft phased inspections. The plans were subsequently changed
after the first inspection as the result of the C-130 aircraft transfer from the Tactical
Air Command to the Military Airlift Command. Currently, the inspections are being
conducted on an isochronal schedule. Seven inspections are planned for each center
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wing box and the current inspection schedules for the two C-130 aircraft are given in
Tables VIII and IX. These tables show that two of the seven planned inspections have
been accomplished. In each of the first six inspections, all accessible composite-
reinforced bonded joints in the center wing box are inspected. The bondlines include
those inside of the wing dry bay areas, upper outer wi ng surface, lower outer wing
surface inside the interior of the aircraft fuselage, and the lower outer wing surfaces
between the inboard engines and fuselage fairings. The seventh inspection is planned
to be a depot maintenance (RDM) inspection which will include the aforementioned
areas plus the areas where the fuel tank blatters will be removed, the lower outer wing
surface areas from which the fuselage-to-wing fairings will be removed, and the upper
and lower wing surface areas from which the inboard nacelle fairings will be removed.

During Phase V, the Air Force involvement includes notification of Lockheed of
the inspection schedule for each center wing box, provision for inspection accessibility,
and replacement of furnishings, equipment and access doors upon completion of inspec-
tions. In the past four inspections, the Air Force has made the aircraft available to
Lockheed for conducting the inspections two days prior to the regular inspection. This
procedure has proven to be most satisfactory and continuation of this procedure for the
remaining inspections would be highly beneficial for completion of the program.
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APPENDIX A

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SI UNITS
AND U.S. CUSTOMARY UNITS

BASIC SI UNITS

Physical Concept

Length

Mass

Time

Force

Themnodynamic Temperature

Density

Measurement

meter

kilogram

second

Newton

degree Kelvin
2

kilograms/meter

Abbreviation

m

kg
s

N

°K

/ 3
kg/m

PREFIXES

Factor By Which
Unit Is Multiplied

io9

,06

IO3

IO2

10

ID'1

IO"2

ID'3

io-6

Prefix

9'9a

mega

kilo

hecto

deca

deci

cent?

mill!

micro

Symbol

G

M

k

h

da

d

c

m

M
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CONVERSION FACTORS

To Convert From To Multiply By

Celsius (temps.)

Fahrenheit (temp.)

foot

inch

pound mass (Ibm avoirdupois)

pound mass force (Ibf)

Ibm/inch

psi

ksi VTru

kelvin

kelvin

meter

meter

kilogram

newton

kilogram/
meter^

newton/
meter

(MN/m2)Vm~

t = t +273.15
l\ c

= (5/9)(tp + 459.67)

3.048x 10
-1

2.54x 10
-2

4.536x 10

4.44822

2.768x 10

6.895x 10V

1.100

-1
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APPENDIX B

MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS OF THE C-130 COMPOSITE-REINFORCED CENTER WING

In this appendix the necessary mathematical relationships are developed for
preparing a reliability analysis of adhesive bonds between the composite reinforcements
and the metallic components of the C-130 center wing assembly. The approach used
in the following developments is based on the analysis presented in Reference 19.
In the referenced analysis, derivations are made for relationships among the probability
of having manufacturing defects, the probability of detecting a disbond, and the final
reliability. Application of statistical distribution functions are necessary in develop-
ment of the mathematical relationships to be used in reliability analysis. Specific
data such as the actual history of disbands detected during manufacture, frequency of
interim inspections, disbonds detected during each inspection, and aircraft flight
hours accumulated were input data for accomplishing the reliability analysis. In addition,
other physical data must be known or assumed in the mathematical developments.

Upon initiating the development of the mathematical relationships, the following
definitions are made:

L = Disbond rate per square meter of bonded area

(LS) = Average number of disbonds in a structural assembly having a bonded
area of S square meters

A = n disbonds exist in assembly

Bi = k disbonds detected during the inspection

P(A . Bi ) = Probability that n disbonds exist and k are detected during the
inspection

= P(Bk lAn)P(An)

P(A ) = Probability of n disbonds and is represented by the Poisson density
function as follows:

= [<LS)n. (1)

P(B, I A ) = Probability that k disbonds are detected during the inspection given
that n disbonds exist

In an inspection covering 100 percent of the bonded area of the structural assembly,
the probability of exactly k disbond detections out of a possible n number of disbonds
applying the binomial density function is CP (R) (Q)n . Thus, the equation for
P(Bk I An) may therefore be the general term of the binomial density function, and is
written as,

P(Bk 1 An) = c£ (R)k (Q)"' (2)
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where, c£ = (n!)/ [k! (n-k)!]

R = Inspection reliability per unit of bonded area, i.e.,
detection probability

Q = Inspection failure probability per unit of bonded area

It is noted that the detection process is independent from assembly to assembly, so
the fact that some bonded areas have no disbonds does not degrade the probability of
detection of disbonds that exist in other bonded areas.

Furthermore, the probability that n disbonds exist in the structural assembly and k
disbonds are detected during the inspection, P(An . BN) can be obtained by combining
equations (1) and (2) above. Thus,

P(An . Bk) =[c£ (R)k (Q)n'k (LS)n . e-(LS)]/n! (3)

The average number of disbonds remaining after the first inspection is given by

r = 0

where, P(r) is the probability that n-k = r disbonds are not detected during the inspection.
P(r) is determined by the summation of mutually exclusive events. For example,

= P(A1 . BQ) + P(A2 . Bj) + . . . + P(An . Bn_,) + . . .

P(2) = P(A2 . BQ) + P(A3 . B,) + . . . + P(An . Bn_2) + . . . etc.

Therefore, »

P(r) = 2^ L C" (R)""1" . (Q)r (LS)" . e-(LS) J /n! (5)

n=r

[C r
n(R)n- r.(Q) r(LS)n.e- (LS)]/n! (6)

r=o n=r

After a bonded structural assembly is fabricated, inspected, and tested or entered
into operational service, additional disbonds may develop in a random manner at some
given rate, Ls. Thus, Ls is defined as an in-service disbond rate per unit of bondline
area per unit of time. Furthermore, the expected number of disbonds in a structural
assembly just prior to the second inspection is the sum of those existent after the first
inspection, E ,, plus those accruing between the first and second inspections. In
equation form, the total number of disbonds in a structural assembly immediately prior
to the second inspection is

Eb2 = Eal+Ls (S ) (T ) (7)
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where, S = number of units of bonded area in the structural assembly

T = number of units of operating time between the first and second inspections

The average number of disbands existent in the structural assembly after the second
inspection is denoted EQ2 and defined in equation form is

Ea2 =
r=o n=r

\Cn (R)"-1" . (Q)F . (Eb/ . e'Vj/n! (8)

In general, the number of disbonds existent in the structural assembly after the ith
inspection is

r=o n=r

n n-r r n -(E \]
(R) . (Q) . (E, .) . e VV /n! (10)

r bi J

The double series equations above have the disadvantage of being tedious to apply.
However, referring to equation (6), it is observed that the expected value of E i can
be rewritten as

-as)
(IDp _ 7 \«—'/ • 6

al <-* n!
n-o

(R)n-r . (Q)r

r=o

The bracketed portion of equation (11) is the binomial distribution expected value and
is equal to n(Q). Thus, the equation for E , simplifies to

[ n (LS)" . e-<LS>] /„,E a ,=Q LJ L n ( L S ) " . e ' "J /nl (12)
n=o

However, equation (12) is simply Q times the expected value of the Poisson distribution
and is equal to Q(LS). Rewriting the equation for EQ], the average number of disbonds
in the structural assembly after the first inspection,

EQl =(LS)(Q) = (LS)(1-R) (13)

Upon introducing an in-service disbond rate Ls, in disbonds per unit area, S, per
unit time, T, the average number of disbonds existent just prior to the second inspection
may be defined as

E = E + L (ST) = (LS)(1-R) + L (ST) (14)s

Likewise, the average number of disbonds in the structural assembly after the second
inspection may be defined by the following relationship.
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1-R) (15)•» -i
2 .

= (LS)(1-R)

Furthermore,

E,= E ? + L (ST) = (LS)(1-R)2 + L (ST)(1-R) + L (ST)
bo aZ s s s

R)3 + L (ST)(l-R)2

From the relationships immediately above, it can be shown that after the
ith inspection the average number of disbonds in the structural assembly is

E . = (LS)(1-R)'+ L (ST) [(1-R)+(1-R)2 +. . +(1-R)'~1| (16)
ai s

Also, immediately before the ith inspection the average number of disbonds existent in
the structural assembly is

Eb. = (LS)(1-R)M + Ls (ST) [ 1 + (1-R) + . . . . + (l-R)'"2] 07)

The reliabilities (i.e., probability of no disbonds) just prior to and subsequent to
the ith inspection are respectively

R,. =e~(EbP and R . = e'^ai* (18)
bi ai

It is observed from the above equation for E, . that the number of existent disbonds
after repeated inspections will be stabilized.1 The limit of E -in equation (16) as
i -* « is as follows.

Limit E . = Limit (LS) (1-R)' + Limit (L )(ST)[(1-R)
;-*«» ai ;-»» ; _ > » s

+ 0-R)2 + + (1-R)M]

(ST)[-]= L
s

[ l-Rl
—=-

is approached. Also, the t i quality level degrades arter inspection to a maximum of
EL: = L (ST)/R just prior to tne next inspection. It is noted that as a practical consid-
eration these steady state limit values are approached after only a few inspections even
when the inspection, production, and in-service operational reliabilities are not very
high. For example, if

L = 0.05, the production disbond rate per unit bonded area

L = 0.01, the in-service random disbond rate per unit bonded area

per 1000 operational service hours
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S - 500 units of bonded area inspected

T = 3200 flight hours, the frequency of inspection

R = 0.99, inspection reliability per unit area

The steady state disbond condition denoted by EQ is

EQ = (0.01) (500) (^) (-̂ 5 )̂ = 0.1616161

and similarly for E, ,

Eb = (0.01) (500) (3.2)/0.99= 16.16161

After the original plus three in-service inspections,

Ea4 = (°.°5X500)(0.01)4 + (0.01)(500)(3.2) [o.Ol + (0.01)2 + (0.01)3 ] = 0.1616162

E, =(0.05)(500)(0.01)3 + (0.01)(500)(3.2) (~1 +0.01 +(0.01)2~| = 16.16162
D*t L J

The differences between Ea4 and EQ = 0.0000001, and Eb4 and Eb = 0.00001. Thus,
the steady state reliability levels are realized after a rather few inspections.

The in-service operational reliability of the bonded area of the structural assembly
after inspection is /crWl D\/D

RQ = e s (20)

and just before the inspection is

It is of further interest to note that equation (8) of Reference 19 provides results
that are nearly equivalent to those provided by equation (20) above. Equation (8) from
Reference 19 is

R2 = , ^exp(XSP(B' | A))- 1 (22)
P(B'| A1)

The difference in equations (20) and (22) is in the inclusion of T, the time between
inspections in equation (20), the (1/R) factor in equation (20) to account for existing
disbands from prior inspections, and the P(B' | A1) factor of equation (22).

Noting that XS in equation (22) has the same definition as LS in equation (20) and
P(B' I A) has the same definition as (1-R) in equation (20). Then,

R2 = exp(LS(1-R)Pr (23)

P(B'| A1)
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If no disbonds are detected and none exists, the P(B' | A1) = 1.0. Making this
assumption, equation (23) becomes

R = * , „ -C-(LS)0-R) (24)
K2 exp (LS (1-R) )

The interpretation of equation (8) in Reference 19 (also, equation (22) above) is unlike
equation (20) above because of the difference in reliability definition. Equation (8) in
Reference 19 is defined to be the probability that no flaws (disbonds) exist after
inspection given that none is indicated by the inspection. Equation 20 above is simply
the probability that no flaws (disbonds) exist after the inspection (assuming those disbonds
detected were repaired). There is no conditional requirement that no disbonds be
detected during an inspection. In both cases defined by equation (8) of Reference 19
and equation (20), the reliability of the inspection procedure applied in detecting
existing disbonds is used in an identical manner. However, as reflected in Equation
(20), the probability of no false indications of disbonds is not pertinent to the probability
that the disbonds exist. The existence of a disbond after an inspection is independent
of false indications. Therefore, the factor, P(B' I A')/ that is correctly included in
equation (8) of Reference 19 is appropriately missing from equation (20) above.
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APPENDIX C

FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORTS ON COMPOSITE-REINFORCED
CENTER WING TEST ARTICLE

Fatigue damage reports on the fastener failures and beam web cracks are included
in this appendix. All of the failures occurred during the fatigue test of the composite-
reinforced center wing test article. Each report describes the damage and each is
accompanied by a photograph of the damaged area. Also, the repair for each failure
is described in the damage report.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER _ 1 _

YES NO

DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN .......................... X
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR ........................................ _
REPAIR NECESSARY ..................................................... X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER ............................................ Oc0065~

20 ConditionPROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number
GUST 1.1 _ , Cycle _ 8j_ _ , Approximate Number of Flight Hours

and/or landings Simulated .0,000 Hours and Landings

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:

Huk-bolt (£-inch dia.) in 390619-5 Fitting
LOCATION:

WS 220L (Front Beam, Lower-
Surface)

DATE FOUND: 1/10/7$

METHOD OF DETERMINATION:

_FOUND BY: R.I. Prescott VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
A i-inch diameter Huk-bolt in the 390619-5 Fitting had broken head. Fracture
surface had fatigue markings. Eddy current inspection of fastener hole wall
revealed no cracks. Hole was reamed to accept HL-56 fastener which was installed
wet with 3TM HO-111 sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER _ 2 _

YES NO
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN .......................... X
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR ........................................ _ X
REPAIR NECESSARY ..................................................... X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER ............................................ 060065~

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number _ 20 Condition
GUST 1.1 / Cycle . 87 _ . Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

landings Simulated 20,000 Hours and Ik ,U^k Landings.

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:

Huk-bolt (3/l6-in. dia.) in the 371231-1L, Rib
Installation

LOCATION:

WS ll*0.2L (Rear Beam, Upper
Surface)

DATE FOUND: 1/10/75 FOUND BY; R.I. Prescott VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
A 3/l6-inch diameter Huk-bolt in the 371231-1L, Rib Installation, had failed at
the collar. Fracture surface had fatigue markings. Eddy current inspection of
fastener hole wall revealed no cracks . Failed fastener was replaced with an
HL-18 fastener installed wet with STM UO-111 Sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NASl-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER _ 3 _

YES
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN .............................. X
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR ............................................ _
REPAIR NECESSARY ......................................................... J
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER ............................. 0

NO

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 20 , Condition
GUST 1.1 , Cycle 87 , Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

landings Simulated 20,000 Hours and lU,U3U Landings .

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION

Two Huk-bolts (3/l6-inch dia.) in 388196-^8,
Strap

LOCATION:

WS 220R (Front Beam,
Upper Surface)

DATE FOUND: 1/10/73 FOUND BY: R.I. Prescott

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

Sketch or Photo:

REMARKS:
Two Huk-bolts in 388196-U8 Strap had broken heads. Fracture surfaces had
fatigue markings. Eddy current inspection of hole walls revealed no cracks,
Holes were reamed to accept HL-56 fasteners which were installed wet with
STM UO-111 Sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS 1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER _ k _

YES
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN .......................... X
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR ........................................
REPAIR NECESSARY ..................................................... X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER ....................................... 0

NO

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 20 Condition
GUST 1.1 Cycle 87

landings Simulated 20,000 Hours and
, Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

Landings.

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:

Three Huk-bolts (3/l6-inch dia.) in
388196-1*7 Strap

LOCATION:
WS 220L (Front Beam, Upper
Surface)

DATE FOUND: 1/10/73

METHOD OF DETERMINATION:

FOUND BY; R.I. Prescott

Visual

VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
Three Huk-bolts in 388196-1*7 strap had broken heads. Fracture surfaces had
fatigue markings. Eddy current inspection of hole walls revealed no cracks
Holes were reamed to accept HL-56 fasteners which were installed wet with
STM UO-111 sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER 5

DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN,
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR.

YES
X

NO

REPAIR NECESSARY _X_
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER 060̂ 6

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 23 , Condition
GUST 2.2 , Cycle 250 , Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

landings Simulated 23.000 Flight Hours and 16,600 Landings

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:
Two Hi-Loke (3/l6-inch dia.) in Part

388196-̂ 7 Strap

LOCATION:

WS 2?OL (Front Beam, Upper
Surface

DATS FOUND: FOUND BY: H.F. Ortwein VERIFIED BY: Prescott

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

3K3TCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
Two 3/l6-inch diameter Hi-Loks, which replaced broken Huk-bolts per Discrepancy
Report Number 060066, in the 388196-̂ 7 strap had broken at collars. All fixture
bolts shearing Pz load into the front and rear beam webs at CWS 220 left and right
were checked for looseness and were retorqued as required. Several bolts required
some retorquing. Failed fasteners were replaced with HL-3<5 fasteners with
TLN 1000 nuts installed wet with STM 1*0-111 sealant. Also, one previously installed
Hi-Lok was found to be loose and was replaced with fastener equivalent to HL-36.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED

C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER 6

DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN.
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER.

YES NO

JL. x
X

05U081+

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 2k , Condition
GUST 2.U , Cycle i+lOO , Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

landings Simulated pii COO Flight: Hours and 17.300 Landings

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:
Tvo Huk-Bolts (3/l6-inch dia.); one each
in 370521-3 & -U Fittings

LOCATION:
WS 220 L&R (Ream Beam,

Upper Surface)

DATE FOUND: 2/11/75 FOUND BY: R.I. Prescott VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
One 3/16-inch diameter Huk-bolt in the 370521-3 Fitting and one 3/l6-inch
diameter Huk-bolt in the 3705̂ 1-̂  Fitting had broken heads. Fracture surfaces
had fatigue markings. In conjunction with Discrepancy Report No. 060256 all
fixture bolts shearing Pz load into the front and rear beam webs at CWS 220
left and right were checked for looseness and were retorqued as required.
Several bolts required a small amount of retorquing. Fastener holes were reamed
to accept HL-56 fasteners which were installed wet with STM 1*0-111 sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER 7

YES
X

NO
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY. . _X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER.

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number
GUST 3.1

26 Condition
_, Cycle_ 130

landings Simulated 25,597 Flight Hours and 18,̂ 73 Landings
, Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:
Two Hi-Loks (3/l6-inch dia.) in Part

388196-V7 Strap

LOCATION:
WS 220L (Front Beam, Upper

Surface

DATE FOUND: 2/25/75 FOUND BY: R.I. Prescott VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual
SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS:
One 3/l6-inch diameter Hi-Lok in the 388196-^7 strap had broken at the collar and
one 3/l6-inch Hi-Lok in the 388196-̂ 7 strap had broken at the nut. (Reference
Damage Item Number 5).

Also, all existing fasteners common to the wing splice angles and beam webs at
WS 220 L&R, front and rear beam, and fasteners common to the corner fittings,
were replaced with standard oversize Hi-Lok fasteners installed wet with STM
40-111 sealant. ,35



FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: CONTRACT NAS1-11100, PHASE IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER 8

DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN.
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER.

YES
X

NO

IT

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 30 Condition
GUST T 1.1 , Cycle All , Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

Landings Simulated 30,000 Flight Hours and 21,651 Landings

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:
3/16" diameter Huk-Bolt in
P/N 370539-1 Web

LOCATION:
W.S. 100L at Rear Beam

DATE FOUND: 4/10/75 FOUND BY: R.I. Prescott _ VERIFIED BY: H.F. Ortwein

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual
SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS;
No cracks were detected upon inspection of hole with eddy current meter. Fastener

was replaced with HL-18 Hi-Lok installed wet with STM 40-111 sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: Contract HAS1-11100, Phase TV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER 9

YES
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN ............ _X
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR ................... _
REPAIR NECESSARY ......................... x
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER ......... . ...........

NO

x

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number kO , Condition
Gust 1.5 > Cycle 560 _, Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

Landings Simulated 39.900 Hours and 28,793 Landings

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION:
370532-5 Web

LOCATION:
WS 73L and

(Front Beam, Lower Surface)

DATE FOUND: 7/23/75 FOUND BY: R.E. Sykes VERIFIED BY: R.I. Prescott

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual
SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS;
The 370532-5 Web had two cracks. One 0.6- inch long at WS 73L running through two
fasteners to the edge of the web. The other was 5.0- inches long at WS jkL running
through two fasteners to edge of the web. Cycling was continued until completion of
fourth lifetime with periodic inspections revealing no crack growth. The area was
repaired per S-5̂ 20 which specified web reinforcement with steel doublers.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: Contract NAS1-11100, Phase IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER: 10

YES

XDAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY _X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER

NO

T

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number
All Cycle All

, Condition
, Approximate Number of Flight Hours

and/or Landings Simulated to. OOP Hours and 28.868 I

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
Huk-bolt (3/16-in. dia.) in the 370532-5 Web

LOCATION:
WS 100L

(Front Beam, Upper Surface)

DATE FOUND: 8/1/75 FOUND BY: H.F. Ortwein VERIFIED BY: R.I. Prescott

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual
SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS;

A 3/16-inch diameter Huk-bolt common to the 370532-5 web and the 3^1929-6 Plate had
failed at the collar. Fracture surface had fatigue markings. Failed fastener was
replaced with an EL-18 fastener installed wet with STM to-Ill Sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: Contract NAS1-11100, Phase IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER: 11

NO
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN.
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER.

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 40 , Condition
All , Cycle All , Approximate Number of Flight Hours

and/or Landings Simulated lid.nnn Hours and 28.86 i La

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
Huk-bolt (3/16-in. dia.) in the 370539-1 Web

LOCATION:
WS 100L

(Rear Beam, Upper Surface)

8/1/75 FOUND BY: H.F. Ortwein VERIFIED BY: R.I. Prescort

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

REMARKS;
A 3/l6-inch diameter Huk-bolt in the 370539-1 web had failed at the collar. Fracture
surface had fatigue markings. Failed fastener was replaced with an HL-18 fastener
installed wet with STM 14-0-111 Sealant.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: Contract NAS1-11100, Phase IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER: 12

YES NO
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN _X_
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR x
REPAIR NECESSARY X
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER 05̂ 215

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED: Pass Number 1+p , Condition
All , Cycle All , Approximate Number of Flight Hours and/or

Landings Simulated J4QfQQQ Hours and 28f868 Landings plus upbending limit load

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
370539-3 Web

LOCATION:
WS llf5.5L (Rear Beam,

Lower Surface)
DATE FOUND: 8/18/75 FOUND BY; R.E. Svkes VERIFIED BY: H.R. Michael

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

Crack Location

Illustrated

REMARKS;

The 370539-3 Web, Rear Beam had a 2.0-inch long crack starting at a fastener hole
common to the Rear Beam Cap at WS 1^5.5L. The crack was stop drilled and a TL 200-3
fastener was installed in the stop drill hole. A 7075-T6 aluminum alloy doubler,
0.126 inch thick, was installed with HL 18-6 fasteners to reinforce the cracked area.
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FATIGUE DAMAGE REPORT - COMPOSITE REINFORCED
C-130 CENTER WING BOX FATIGUE TEST

TEST PROGRAM: Contract NAS1-11100, Phase IV
DAMAGE ITEM NUMBER: 13

YES NO
DAMAGED PART CONSIDERED TO BE TEST SPECIMEN,
DAMAGE CONSIDERED TO BE MAJOR
REPAIR NECESSARY
DISCREPANCY REPORT NUMBER

PROGRAM COMPLETED WHEN DAMAGE WAS DETECTED:
All , Cycle All

Pass Number Condition
Approximate Number of Flight Hours

and/or Landings Simulated UQfQQO Hours and 28,868 Landings plus upbending limit load

PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION
S-5U20 ( Repair - NASA C-130 Wing Box

for DR 05^246)

LOCATION
WS 73L (Front Beam,

Lower Surface)

DATE FOUND; 5/18/75 FOUND BY: W.M. McGee VERIFIED BY: H.R. Michael

METHOD OF DETERMINATION: Visual

SKETCH OR PHOTO:

Buckled

Doubler

REMARKS;
The S-5U20 Repair doublers buckled at WS 73L during Limit Load Test (Upbending Strain
Survey, Case 1102, Limit Load). The double row of fasteners in the top edge of the
repair was extended parallel to the buckle. The fasteners common to the web and the
beam cap in this double row were omitted.
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